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Abotnct
Personal, institutional and academic factors contributing to or impeding the
success of students older than average registered at four campuses of the Coli. oftbe
North Atlantic from 1998-2000wete examined in this study. Snadents, twenty-five years
and older, wbo had completed their program, were compared with those who had
voluntarily withdrawn. The study was completed in two phases. Phase I involved the
collection ofdata through the mailout ofa questionnaire. Sixty-eight people responded 10
the questionnaire. After anaIysesofthe data from those respondents, it was decided to
conduct interviews. Phase Dconsisted ofthe collection ofqualitative data through semi·
structured interviews, conducted with 12 ofthe original respondents.
Graduates and those who withdrew from the College faced common blll'Ticn to
success. The study revealed that all students older than average expected respect from
instructors. wanted their experiences acknowledged, had fixed ways ofdoing things, and
indicated problems identifying with younger students in the class. Students who had the
most difficulty with their perceived lack of respect seemed more likely to withdraw.
While all expressed. concern with balancing home and school responsibility, a significant
difference emerged between the two groups as per their ability 10 cope with thai:
responsibility. ResuJu also showed a significant difference between the two groups as
per the grade point average obtained at the College. The higher thcGPA. the more likely
the chances ofgraduating.
The most significant theme that emerged from the study was the difference
between the two groups as to their perceptions ofcourse instJU(:tors, the support received
from instructors, and the variety ofteaching techniques. Graduates found that instructors
were helpful and supportive and used a variety ofteaching techniques. and those who
withdrew reported experiencing the opposite.
During the interviews, an imponanl difference emerged between male and female
stUdents as per the difficulty experienced in balancing home and school responsibility.
Women faced the greatest adjuSbnent in attempting to balance that responsibility. It
appeared from this study that those women who successfully managed home and school
were the ones who graduated.
1be data from this study support the need for the College to identify perceived or
real institutional barriers to success. There were clearly identified differences between
those wbo graduated and those who voluntarily withdrew. Further research into academic.,
institutional and personal factors for stUdents older than average would provide more
suppon for the College, and to students older than average.
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St.temtDt of hrpole
The purpose oflhis study was to examine the barriers 10 and supports for success
for the students older than average enrolled at the College of the North Atlantic from
1998·2000. The study included students at the four campuses in the St. JOM'S uea:
Ridge Road, Prince Philip Drive, Seal Cove and Topsail Road as well as students
registered at the Comer Brook campus. These five campuses offered the majority of
programs and comprised more than halfthe student population ofthecolJege. The study
considered the personal, institutional and academic factors that contribUied to or impeded
the success of the older student. It compared and contrasted students twenty·five years
and older using two categories: students who successfully completed their program, and
those who voluntarily withdrew.
SigairKsace orStuely
Ollglgg pemogno!:liq
Although adult learners now comprise almost 40 percent of the student population
at colleges and universities, the majority o(these students panicipate in traditional on-
campus undergraduale programs based on traditional models ofleaming (Kasworm &
Pike. 1994). According 10 Padula (1994), total college enrollment ofboth men and
women was higher in 1988 (13.1 million students) than in any previous year in the United
States. MoS! oflhis growth has been among students 25 yean of age or older with
women 25 years or older constituting 48.6% ofthe total college enrollment &om l~
1989. By 1992, non-traditional students comprised 44% ofthe school population (Breese
&. O'Toole, 1995; Padula, 1994). Breese and O'Toole (1995) noted that 66% ofall
incoming students into colleges in the United Stales in 1995 were non-traditiorW
students. It is predicted that the reentry trend will continue (Padula, 1994; Pascarella &.
Terenzini, 1998). Yet, according to Pascarella and Terenzini (1998), wbile there have
been nwnerous studies completed on traditional students anending four-year college and
university programs, there have been few studies completed on two-year community
college programs, and few complcted on the increasing non-traditional students
population at the post-secondary level. These researchers argued that. in the absence of
research evidence from this large student population, policies for higher education and
funding priorities may negatively impact these individuals who currently constitute the
majority of post-secondary college students. This dearth ofresearch is also evident in
Canada (Bametson, 1998).
Bnrien to Su«ell
Adult students retwning to college face many barriers to success. Institutional
barriers include: locations, schedules, fee strucnues. anitudes of professors. campus
friendliness, lack ofsatisfaetion in the student role and the unwillingness or inability of
institutions to recognize and accredit college-level prior learning experiences. Personal
barriers include: job commitments, home responsibilities, lack of money, lack ofchild
care, and transportation problems. There are also psycho-social barriers where anitudes,
beliefs and values of individuals and significant others affect career decision. Academic
barriers include poor study skills, inability to cope with course load, and academic level
prior to entering college (Brookfield. 1986; Belanger & Mount, 1998; Davis, 1990; Herr
& Cramer, 1996; Kerha, 1995; Padula, 1994; Schlossberg, Lynch. & Chickering, 1989).
A lack ofsatisfaction in the student role has been reported by baCh reentry men
and women with the greatCSl dissatisfaction from reentry women. One of the major
problems centred around home-school satisfaction (Padula, 1994; TomJinson·Clarlce,
1998; Toray& Cooley, 1998). Hamilton (1997) believed that the greatest barrier to
success for adults who are otherwise prepared 10 return to school was the unwillingness
or inability ofinstitutions to recognize and accredit college-level prior learning
experiences. The sNdents find it especially discouraging when their learning acquired
through employment is not validated. A sure way to stifle a student's motivation is to
require an adult learner to complete a course for which he/she already has the required
knowledge.
Prior learning assessment is a process that identifies, articulates, measures and
accredits learning acquired outside the traditional classroom setting (Belanger & Mount,
1998). Two decades ago. Knowles (1978) stressed the importance of recognizing prior
knowledge and argued that adult learning OCCUlTed in a variety of situations. He believed
that appreciating and taking into consideration this prior knowledge and experience of
learners should become a basic facet of adult educators. This prior knowledge is still not
readily acknowledged 20 years later in the fonnal setting ofa college or university
(Evans, 1995).
Knowles, in introducing the andragogical model ofleamcr-centcml or Icamer
diretted instruction, introduced a key concept thai is different from any other instrUctional
model- - the learner is viewed as a mutual partner, or as the primary designer, oflbc
learning activity. However, this model has not been used • great deal in actual practice in
any fonnal setting, espetially at the post-secondary level where the main mode of
instruclion remains primarily instructor-designed and instructor-dirttted (Merriam &.
Caffarella, 1999).
Reasopi (or Rtluml"
The adult student identified in the research has increasingly become the norm at
colleges and universities. Research (Ashar & Skenes, 1993; Breese & O'Toole, 1995;
Kaplan & Saltiel, 1997) on why older students return to college identified many factors
that influenced students returning. SbUcturaJ changes in family situations including the
addition or loss ofa family member, death ofa spouse, divorce, disability, and
unemployment often motivale a return to school (Breese & O'Toole, 1995; Kaplan &
Saltiel, 1997). Developmental changes provided the incentive for a retUrn 10 schoollhat
was intmupted or not considered carlier. As well, industry downsizing, new technology
and changing occupational pressure may also require an older student to enroll in college
or wtiversity (Kaplan & Saltiel, 1997). The single most important reason adult students
gave for enrolling in post-secondary courses, according 10 Ashar and Skenes (1993) was
career enhancement needs.
Ge.der Futon
While this study examined factors swrounding all students older than average
returning to the college, it also attempted. to compare and contrast men and women to
detennineif~ were different factors that were gender-specific. One area ofrcsearcb
identified differences and similarities between men and women as to why they reentered
college (Kaplan & Salliel, 1997; Padula, 1994). Motivational reasons for women's re·
entty centered around family, redefining ofmarriage and family roles. Influencing factors
for both genders included: the number ofcolleges previously attended, employment in
larger organizations. and a prior perception that college has been beneficial in preparation
for the work force. Other factors included increased knowledge, self-actualization, self-
improvement and social and humanitarian motives (Bametson, 1998; Padula, 1994).
The Study RatloDale
Newfougdll.d Researclt
According to Sharpe and Spain (1993), although there have been some studies
completed on post-secondary student attrition and retention in Canada, there have been
few studies completed on post·secondary student attrition and retention in Newfoundland.,
with even fewer focusing on the student older than average (Budgell, 1985). Concentrated
research is needed to determine if factors applicable to student success in the general
population are the same for students older than average.
In 1993 the Government ofNewfoundland and Labrador initiated an indicators
project to "systematically compile, analyze and publish in the form of indicators report,
infonnation on the Province's public and private colleges and Memorial University"
(Government ofNewfoundland and Labrador, 1995, p. viii). ne goals ofPMuecoIldary
Indicators include keeping the public and the educational community infonned about
major trends and developments in the post- secondary system, and providing infonnation
that will assist the institutions in making sound educational decisions (Government,
1995). While this document ptovided considerable jnfonnalion on students in general,
including satisfaction with the post-secondary institutcs, participation rates by gender, and
graduation and attrition Tales. it did not make any distinction in the results according to
age. Research (Breese & 0' Toole, 1995; Kaplan & Saltiel, 1997; Kaswonn & Marienau,
1997; Kaswonn & Pike, 1994; Merriam & Cafferella, 1999; Padula, 1994; Pascarella &
Terenzini, 1998) shows that up to 50010 of the current post-secondary population CODIists
of non-traditional student and students older than 25. It is. therefore, extremely important
for institutions to have Cl1JTCllt research on this changing population.
The follow-up study, Postsecondary Indicators '98. showed that for the public
college system from 1991 - 1991 most programs graduate fewcr than 500/oofstudents
who enter(Govemment ofNewfoundJand. 1998). It also indicaled that the proportion of
females participating in post-secondary has increased 122% over the past twenty yean.
However. there was a major lack of infonnation on distinguishing between traditional Uld
non-traditional students. As is shown in lhe literature review of the aduh leamer. students
older than average constitute a different population from the traditional student and must
be recognized by the post-secondary institutions as unique. Institutions need to factor in
these differences when making policies and choosing program delivery.
College of lite Nord! 411..* Researcl!
In recent years. there have been several studies completed on the public post-
secondary college system in Newfoundland including an examination ofprior learning
assessment (Evans, 1995). college studenl attrition (Kirby. 2000) and satisfaction with
counselling (Lindstrom. 2000; Smith 1999). While these studies have indicated a need
for further research on student success, student satisfaction and student retention, there
has been no focus on the non-traditional older student.
B)11te (1990) found that at Cabot Institule (now College of the North Atlantic).
more females than males volunlarily withdrew from post-secondary programs whilc more
males than females were academically dismissed. Her findings showed that 75% of
tennmate.d students were between the ages oflS and 21.
In 1997 the College of the North Atlantic issued a report called Attrition and
Graduation Rates o/the College o/the North Atlantic 1994·1997. Results from this
report showed that high anrition rales were related to the type of program anempted. This
report indicaled that the graduation rates for one and two-year programs were srlo and
60% with higher anrition rates reported in two-year technology programs, such as
Computer Aided Drafting and Business Computer Studies. The average graduation ratc
for three-year programs was only 40%. Further to those findings, only 340/. of students
entering three-year engineering programs completed the program in the three-year time
frame (College of the North Atlantic. 1999).
The results of this report did not address why students were not completing
programs. A follow-up survey was completed by lelephone during the summer of 1998.
Two questionnaires. The Student Dropoul Sun't')' and The Studenl Academic TerminQliOll
S~. were used 10 survey a lotal of278 students; 143 who voluntarily withdrew and
135 who were academically tenmnated. Reasons for withdrawal were divided into five
calegories: academic, employment, personal, institutional and financial. Reasons for
termination were divided inlo four major categories: academic, employment, personal and
institutional. Academics was Ihe major factor listed by both groups of individuals for
failure to continue Iheir programs. For those who voluntarily withdrew, the major
academic reason was dissatisfaction with grades while those who were academically
dismissed listed courses being too difficult (College of the North Allantic, 1999). Again,
there was no attempt to distinguish between tradilional students and non·traditional
students.
Since the college accepts students on a first..come first·served basis, the question
that arose was whelher students were prepared academically or whether the college
provided sufficient infonnation 10 the stUdents prior to acceptance as to the degree of
difficulty with the various programs. While these results provided a general overview of
the reasons why students either voluntarily withdraw or were academically terminated.
there has been no specific research completed on the group of studen15 identified as the
student older than average. Since this group of students appeared 10 comprise. larger
proponion of the student body, it was important that a study be completed Ihat would
identify the needs oflhis population.
Definition oftcnn, research questions guiding this study and limitations of the
study follow.
Ac.dcmk l.teerl~:
The process whereby a student is successful in adjusting to the academic
environment at the post·secondary level, anending classes, passing cotIniCS and
accepting academic assistance (Grayson. 1997; Tinto, 1987).
Academk terml..tioIlIdismissal:
The process whereby a student is tenninated from the post·secondary institution
for failure to perform 10 the academic standard of that institution (finlo, 1987).
Adultec:laca~:
Courses and other educational activities, both formal and non-formal organized by
teachers or sponsoring agencies and taken by persons beyond compulsory school
age (Merriam & Caffarella, 1999).
Adult leamer:
An adult who is enrolled in any course of study, whether special or regular to
develop new skills or qualifications or improving existing skills and qualifications
(Merriam & Caffarelll, 1999).
Aadr·cogy:
A concept ofadult learning first used in Europe in 1833. Used to differentiate
adult theory from pedagogy, the theory of youth learning. This theory recognjzes
adult learners as autonomous and independent people who prefer an independent
or self·directed learning process (Knowles, 1978). A term used to describe the
10
characteristics ofadult learners and a set of assumptions for most effectively
teaching adults (Lee, 1998).
Gradu.te:
A student who successfully completes the required program ofstudies and
receives a certificate or diploma.
Mature st.deat statu:
Under the policy ofthe College, individuals who do not meet the educational
prerequisites for a program may be considered for admission provided they: are at
least 19 years of age, have been outofscbool at least ODe year, present a certified
copy ofthe highest educational level attained and be willing to complete the
standardized assessment instnunent at a level approved by the College (College of
the North Atlantic, 2000).
Prior leaniac asseumeet:
A process that identifies, articulates, measW'eS and accredits learning acquired
outside the traditional classroom setting (Belanger & Mount, 1998).
Soci,liptnntioa:
"Pertains to the degree ofcongruency between the individual student and the
social system ofa college or university" (Bray, Braxton & Sullivan, 1999. p. 645).
It also includes informal peer group associations. extracurricular activities and
integration with faculty and stafI'(Bray t1 aI., 1999).
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StlIdeat older thu ave...:
Generally described as the non-traditional student, twenty·five years or older,
who returns to college or CUlm for lbc first time (Kaseworm &. Pike., 1994; Muse.
Teal, Williamson Ii. Fowlcr, 1992).
8nde:at peniste.a::
Based on Tinlo's model ofstudcnt departure, it implies that colleges aDd
univmities that are socially and academically highly integrated will have higher
rates of stUdents who persist in their courses and successfully complete their
programs (Ashar & Skencs. 1993; Tinto, 1987).
VOIU8tarily witbdraw:
The process whereby a student withdraws from a post-secondary institution prior
(0 completion ofprogram for reasons other than inadequate academic
performance (Tinto, 1987).
Rae.ft. Q8estioDi
The sample for this study consisted of all students twenty-five years and over who
were identified by the data received from the College of the North Atlantic, registered
from 1998·2000 at the four campuses in the SL John's area: Ridge Road, Prince Philip
Drive. Seal Cove and Topsail Road. as well as students registered at the Comer Brook
Campus. These five campuses offered the majority ofprograms and comprised more than
half of the student population ofthe college. Questiormaires were sent to students using
three categories: students who had successfully completed their programs; students who
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were academically tenninated; and students who had vohmlarily withdrawn.
From previous resean:h, there appeared to be a varietyoffaetors influencing
wbether students graduated, voluntarily withdrew or were academically tcnninated.
However, as already stated, much ofthis resean:h in Canada and Newfoundland has
focused on traditionaJ students. The focus ofthese research questions should provide
some indication offactors that may apply to students older than average. The research
questions are as follows:
Arc there significant differences among students older than average who graduate,
voluntarily withdJaw or academically terminate as per the following
background/demographic characteristics: (.)'gender; (b) age; (e) martial status; (d)
dependents; (e) home community size; and (f) place ofresidcnce?
2. Are there significant differences among students older than average who graduate,
voluntarily withdraw or academically tenninatc as per: <a> "mature student" status; (b)
highest schooling completed; (e) yean sin<:c last formal education; (d) employment
during attendance at college; (e) school average; and (f) grade point average during
attendance at college?
3. Are there significant differences identified by students older than average who
graduate. voluntarily withdraw or academically terminate as per reasons for: <I) entering
the programs at the college; and (b) choosing the specific program at the college?
4. Are there differences identified among students older than average as per reasons
for: (a) graduating; (b) voluntarily withdrawing; or (c) academically terminating?
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S. An: there significant differences among students older than average who graduale,
voluntarily withdraw or academically terminate as per factors relating to the following
college experiences: (a) academic integration; (b) suppon offamily, friends. or college
personnel; (e) social integration; (d) academic preparedness; (e) satisfaction with college
experiences and services; (f) financial concerns; and (g) self-estean?
6. Are there differences in attrition rates among students older than avenge who
voluntarily withdraw or academically terminate as per the choice of programs?
7. Are there differences among students older than average who graduate, voluntarily
withdraw or academically terminate as per their recommendations: (a) to future students
older than average; (b) to the institution prior to students entering; and (e) to the college
during the student's program?
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Limitado••
This study was conducted at five campuses in the public college system in two
large urban centres in Newfoundland and Labrador on students older than average. The
limitations included:
1. The sample population was limited to the public college system. Since aU
institutions do nol necessarily attract similar populations, the findings cannot be
generalized to persons who attend other pm-secondary institutions.
2. The study focused on only students older than avenge. and therefore, a
comparison between traditional and non-traditional students was nol possible from. this
=h.
3. The questionnaires were mailed and response was voluntary. The study,
therefore, was limited to those who responded. making for poor companmve analysis of
some programs and populations that were under-represented. This was particularly
evident in studying particular factors relating to specific programs.
4. There was no guarantee that individuals who chose 10 answer the questionnaire
would respond differently than those who chose not to pani<:ipate.
S. Although questionnaires were randomly distributed to all three student categories,
there were no responses from those who were academically terminated. A comparison
among three categories. therefore, was no( possible.
a.apta' 2
Lite....." Review
A review ofselected literature in relation to this study focused on the student
older than average and the barriers to and suppons for success oflhose students at the
post-secondary level. Various theories were examined, as per the relation to student
development in general and adult development specifically. Research on adult learners,.
including characteristics of adult learners as compared to children. was examined as well
as how non~traditional students were identified in the post-secondary institutions. The
section on adults as learners concluded with an examination of factors on adult
motivation. Personal. institutional and academic factors that contribute to or impede the
success of students older than average were also examined. Included in this section was
research on persistence and retention. Finally, the literature search included interventions
and special adaptations 10 programs that may constitute support for success ofthe student
older than average.
According to Sharpe and Spain (1993). while there have been some studies
completed on post secondary student attrition and retention in Canada, there have been
few studies completed on post secondary in Newfoundland. with even fewer focusing on
the student older than average (Budgell, 1985). Research is needed 10 dctcnnine iffactolS
that are applicable to student success in the general population are the same for students
older than average. Although a Government document called PoslSecondary Indicators
'98 provided considerable infonnation on post secondary students in general, including
satisfaction with the post-secondary institutes, participation by gender. and graduation
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and attrition rates. it did not distinguish resuhs accordina!: to age (Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador, 1995). Researcb (Breese &. O"Toole, 1995; Graham, 1998;
Kaplan &. Salliel, 1997; Kaswonn & MarienlUl, 1997; Kaswonn &. Pike,I994; Merriam &.
CalTareU.. 1999; Padula, 1994; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1998; Tice, 1997) shows that up
to 50".4 oCcurrent post.secondarypopulation consists crnon-traditional students and
studcnu older than twenty-live. It is. therefore, important for institutions to have cWTeJlt
research on these non-traditional students.
Stade•• Developmellt neoria:
Stpdegt Deyttopnwpt
In any examination ofbarriers to success for students older than average entering
college, the theories that descnbc students in general and the processes that the students
follow must be examined. Since there are more adult students returning to college than
ever before, it is vital that adult learning and development be understood by educators,
researchers and administration aI the post secondary level.
Within the past 20 years since Knowles (1978) reported his idea ofandragogy as a
model for adult learners. there has been a great focus on what constitutes an adult learner
and what separates adults as learners from children as learners. 11 has been suggested that
an examination ofadult education would indicate little change from education ofany
other member of the population. However, in recent decades a different school of
thought has developed that diffen from the traditional philosophical approach. This
developmental approach stresses the state ofadulthood as a process ofdevelopment
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(Squires. 1993). It is essential thea to examine student developmart and why it is of
value to higher educabOD.
Development refers to the process ofbumm growth and chmp, but CID also refer
to the clwactcristics thai. derive from the unfoJdina: change process. Sandford, • cited in
Evans, Forney Ii. Guidf>DiBrito (1998). defined developmall."'1beorganization of
increasing compkxity" (p.47). Development, acc:ording to him, is • positive growth
process allowing the individual to integrate and act upon many different experienca and
influences. During the 1960s there were significant changes in higher education and in
the way students were viewed by institutions. According to Evans et aI. (1998), Sandford
focused on the relationship between college envirorunent and lranSitionai stages ofthe
student. D. Heath focused on the concept ofmaturity, wtule R. Heath introduced. theory
that focused on how individual differences affect students' progress toward maturity.
Since the 19605 there have been numerous devc1opmeDtallheories related to
students including psydJosocial theories. copitivc·strUeturaJ theories and t)pOlogy
theories (Cote &. Levine. 1997; Evans et al., 1998; Merriam Ii. Caffarel" 1999). These
theorisu have anempted 10 explain how or why students develop, how they think and how
students view the world.~ was clear from an examination of these theories was that
no one theory aceUJatcly described or explained students' development through college.
explained what motivatcs some students and not others, or what made some students
successful while others fail or drop-OUI. It is valuable, however, to examine several of
these theories for clarification of the factors involved in how students develop and why
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they are successfuJ. Mackinnon-Slaney (1994) noted, Mstudalt devdopmcn1 in higher
education must be interpreted with care wbea applied to adult Ieunen" (p.72).
ODe psychosocial developmmtal model examined was Chickering ml Reisscr'.
vectors of development This has been highly influential in developmerllal theory
because orits realistic and pnctical application to hip educalioa (Chi<:kc:ring&
Rasser. 1997; Evans et aI., 1998; Arnold 8t King. 1997; Merriam kCatrareJIa, 1999).
According to Evans et al. (1998), the validity ofthis theory is also evident &om the
investigative research completed to date on various populations.
This model proposed seven vectors as maps that help determine where students
are and where they are heading. 1be model stressed that development for college
students is a fluid and non-linear process. While each person is different and proceeds
through the vectors at different rates and by different ways. tha'e are recurring themes
that Chickering and Rasser (1997) identified as"gaining competencies and sel(-
awareness. balancing intimacy with freedom. learning control and flexibility, finding
one's voice or vocation., refming beliefs, and making commitments" (p..3S). These
vectors included: developing intellectual, physical, manual and interpersonal
competencies; managing emotions such as anger, anxiety, fear, hurt, longin& boredom
and tension; moving through autonomy toward independence; learning to take
responsibility for punuing self~hosen goals; developing mature: interpersonal
relationships; establishing identity that depends partially on the previous vectors;
developing purpose; developing integrity that involves humanizing values, personalizing
values and developing congruence (Chiekerin& &. Reisser. 1997; Evans et aI.• 1998).
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This model differed from other models in that it was not age or stage related, but
viewed students' development proceeding through sequential building blocks.
Chickering and Reisscr (1997) believed that. regardless ofthe age of the college student.
college will move students along the flm four v«tors with growth in each area helping
the individual's identity. As well, this theory afforded equal merit to emotional,
interpersonal, ethical and intellectual development.
Chickering and Reisscr (1997) funher identified seven key enviromnental factors
that influence student development: institutional objective; institutional size; student-
faculty relationship; curriculum; leaching; friendships and student communities; and
student development programs and services. Three principles that emphasize these
factors were also introduced. Firstly, integration o/work and learning, called for a
collaborative relationship between business, the community and the institutes ofhigher
learning. Secondly, there: must be recognition and respect for individual differences and
finally there had to be an acKnowledgment a/the cyclical nature of learning and
development (Chickering, & Reisser, 1997; Evans et al., 1998). Since this model is
neither age nor stage related, it should be a model that can be applied equally 10
lradirional and non-traditional students.
Peny (1968) researched how studenls interpret and make meaning ofthe leaching
and learning process, and from this research developed an intellcclUal and ethical
development thOOI)' that described the development of srudents' panems of thoughI.
These "fonns" of intellectual and ethical development were viewed as the structures that
shaped how people view their experiences. His scheme moved from very simplistic
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fanns to complex fonns over the continuum ofdevelopment. and consisted ofniDe
positions that arc static with development occurring not in the positions. but during the
transitions between them.
Key words found in Perry's positions that represented fundamental differences in
the process ofmeaning-making included: duality. multiplicity, relativism t:utd
commitmelfl. The student. in the position ofduaJity,lended to view the world in black or
white with learning described as an exchange ofinfonnation with the instructor as the
expert imparting his knowledge 10 the studenL The transition to multiplicity began when
cognitive dissonance occurred and disequilibrium was introduced into the meaning-
making process aCthe dualistic student. The students now realized that more than one
opinion was valid and the responsibility for independent thinking deepened. The next
important transition was to relativism when the student recognized that all opinions an:
not necessarily valid and knowledge was viewed more qualitatively, based on evidence
and supporting arguments (perry, 1968).
Evans et aJ. (1998) stated that the movement from relativism to commibnent
involved making choices in a contextual world, and could be viewed as the beginning of
the ethical development of the studeut. The commitment process that involved choices,
decisions and affinnations carried the student through major social decisions such as
career choices and relationships.
Perry's (1968) theory of student development has been widely researched and
acknowledged as a realistic theory of student development. Institutions who recognize
that students develop from a simplistic fonn of meaning-making process to a more
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complex fonn will provide the necessary support for students to enable them to make
transitions necessary for realistic student development.
Adult Deyelopmpl" bini..
DcvelopmentaJleaming with clearly identifiable developmental characteristics
does occur in adult learning_ PsychologicaJ theories ofadult development have their
roots in the 1960s when higher educational professionals anemptcd 10 promote student
growth through understanding patterns ofchange and examining conditions necessary to
promote development. Developmental theory can assist personnel in strocturing the
environment to inOuem;:e student growth and change. It can provide a rationale for
supporting student goals, designing optimalleaming environments. and explaining the
interrelationship between a student's intellectual and personal growth (Arnold &: King.
1997).
Are there differences between average·aged students and students older than
average? Do adults learn differently than children? Prior to the 19705, there was no
distinction made between the adult learner and the child as learner. Since thai time. there
has been considerable research completed on adults as learners with a number oftheories
pursued by adult edUC3lors. However. there is no single theory that explains all ofhuman
learning. nor is there one single theory ofadult learmng.
One of the first models ofadult learning. called andragogy, was inlJOduced by
Knowles in 1978. He believed that a theory of adult learning was necessary to account
for the unique cilaractenSlics ofadult learners. His original andragogy theory was based
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on at least four main assumptions (the fifth was added at a later date) that are different
from those ofpedagogy. These five asswnptions are summarized as follows:
change in self-concept is an assumption that as a person grows and
matures, his self-«lntept grows from one ofdependeDc:e to
increasing scIC-directcdness. When students perceive themselves
as self-directed and are treated as childrm, lbc: learning process is
impacted negatively.
role ofexperience is an assumption that as an individual matures
he amasses experiences that increase his learning resources and
provide a base to relate new learning. Since these experiences help
to define the adult. in any situation where an adult perceives his
experiences to be rejected, he also feels rejecled as a person.
readiness to learn is an assumption that adult leamen are ready to
learn the things they need 10 learn because of their CUJTaIt
developmental phase.
orientation to learning is the assumption th.t adults tend to have
probJem-centered orientation to learning rather than subject.
centered orientation (Knowles, 1978).
motivation to learn is an internal function ofadult (Spencer, 1998).
Since this theory was developed, considerable research has centered around adult
learning,. and whether in fact Knowles' assumptions could be considered a theory. His
idea ofself-directed learning centered around the premise that adults can participate ia
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finding their learning needs. planning and implementing the learning e;xperimce and then
evaluating these experiences. While there has been considerable debate on andJagogy as
theory, there is also a recognition that this model has provided the field ofadult learners
and adult educators with a separate identity (Brookfield, 1991; Feuer &. Gcber, 1988;
Merriam & Caffarella 1999). It has certainly provided a background for much discussion
and the framework for how adults are viewed in the educational field
One ofthc problems resean:hers have with Knowles's theory ofandragogy is the
lack ofempirical testing of the theory (Brookfield, 1986; Merriam &: Caffarell.. 1999).
According to Davenport and DavenPJrt (1985), another problem has centered around the
defining of andragogy as, ". lheory ofadult education, theory of adult learning, theory of
teclmology ofadult learning, method ofadult education, technique ofadult education aDd
a set ofassumptions" (p.157). Brookfield (1986), Davenport and Davenport (1985) and
Merriam and Caffarella (1999) have proposed that the research is inconclusive as to
whether adults taught using the self·directed model of leaming show greater satisfaction
or achieve more than those using traditional student-centered approaches. Mcrriam and
Caffarella (1999) supponed the notion that, as adults mature, they move toward self-
direction lending support to the assumption that the readiness of an adult was linked to
the development task ontis! her social role. In the 20 years since ms original publications
on andragogy, Knowles's assumptions on adult learners and ms descriptions ofadults as
learners have provided considerable understanding for adults as learners and have been
the catalyst for much research in the field of adult learning.
2.
Although andragogy has remained the best known model of adult learning. there
are other selected models 10 consider whm examining the associated literature. Cross
(1981) developed a Characteristics of Adults as I...earners (CAL) model to explain the
differences between children and adults and to provide a framewodc for thinking about
what and how adults learn. The model consisted oftwo classes ofvariables: personal
characteristics and situational characteristics. Cross believed her model could readily
incorporate some ofthe assumptions ofandnl.gogy and that it incorporated completed
research in various areas of developmenL One ofthe problems identified with this model
was the concentration on characteristics ofadults while ignoring bow adults really learn.
Another problem with the model was that the identified personal characteristics could be
applied to both adults and children, and there was no clear delineation between children
and adults within the situational characteristics (Merriam & Caffarella, 1999).
Another theory, discussed by Merriam and CafTarclla (1999), developed during
the 19705 was McClusky's theory ofmargin. His theory, based on the idea ofadulthood
as a time ofchange, growth and integration, centred around the balance adults are
constantly seeking between the amount ofenergy needed and the amount available for
learning, The equation used to explain his theory (M=l.JP) viewed this balance as a ratio
between the load (L) of life or energy needed and the power(p) that allowed an
individual to deal with the load, The energy left over he called the "margin oflife", He
believed that in order for adults to engage in learning, lIterc must be some margin of
power available for the learning situation, For students who have to juggle work, (unily
responsibilities and ollter responsibilities with their studies, this theory would seem to
make sense. Unless there is sufficient energy left after balancing all the other
responsibilities, the student may very well be unable 10 cope with the many demands. and
therefore self-terminate or be academically dismissed for failure 10 apply the necc:ssary
energy to the learning situation. While this theory is valuable in that it relates every day
events and life transitions, Merriam and Caffarella (1999) argued it is perhaps a better
counselling tool than an explanalion of adult learning. For the individuals entering post.
secondary at a later stage in life, it is a valuable modc:l for institutions to leam, ifthey are
interested in knowing how to promote successful SCUdent experiences.
Other researchers in adult development, as in student developmalc, have focused
on social cultural theories to explain bow adults learn. Jarvis (1987). for example,
believed all experience occurTed within a social context. His model ofthc: learning
process started with the person's involvement in a social situation from which a potential
learning experience could occur. According 10 Jarvis, there are nine different routes
which an individual may take, some resulting in leaming, others not. These nine routes
fonned a hierarchy. l1Je first three: preswnption, non-consideration and rejecting were
non-learning responses. 'The second three: preconscious, practice and memorization.
were non-reflective learning. 1be final three: contemplation, reflective practice and
experimentalleaming, were reflective learning and fonned the higher levels ofleaming
because they called for more involvement by the individual. His model described
learning and encompassed multiple types of learning and their different outcomes. While
this model was fanned from research with adults, there was no clear delineation between
adults and children in his model. However, it has placed learning within the social
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context showing that 1eamins is an in1etactive process. not an isolated internal process
(Bonk & Kim. 1998; Jarvis.I987; Mcniam & CaffareIla,I999).
Another useful model discussed by Squires (1993) is the life spaD developmental
psychology. Squires (1993) ciled Bates in arguing thai ''there are three main JriDds of
influence on adulthood: biological aging; social experiences as a member ofa particular
generation or group; and individual !ifc-events." (p.91). Biological factors are important
during childhood but diminish with age. Social experiences, confined 10 family during
the early years gained in importance during adulthood as people matured and became
engaged in society through work, leisure and other social functions. Ncssclroade and
Baltes (1979) suggested that the imponance of life·events in adulthood may cause
considerable influence with the cwnulative effects making individuals different from one
another as time passes. thus increasing the importance oflhis influence.
In the examination oftheones focussed on adult development, an examination of
at least one career development model should be considered. Super's (1975) longitudinal
Career Pattern Study or what is now called the Life-Span, wfe Space Approach to
Careers is valuable in that it clearly defined various stages ofone's life as crucial 10
career development. Super's development theory consisted of 14 propositions that can be
briefly sununarized. He believed that people differed in their various traits and were
qualified by these traits for more than one occupation that in tum requirtd characteristic
patterns ofability. People's lives, occupations, vocational preferences and self-concept
changed over time. This process ofchanges could be sununarized in a series of life
cycles (Herr & Cramer, 1996; Super, 1975; Super, 1980).
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Super believed that success was determined by the readiness ofthe individual to
cope with the stresses and demands of the occupation chosen. Career maturity was •
hypothetical construct that was as difficult to define as intelligence. Career development
could be guided by combining the maturingofabilitics with the reality testing and lhe
development of sclf-<anccpt. This self~onceptwas the centre of the process ofcareer
development There was constant compromise between the individual and social factors,
and self-concept and reality, with the individualleaming from feedback from athOl.
Work satisfaction and life satisfaction were intrinsically tied together and was dependent
on the extent to which an individual was adequately able 10 find outlet (or his abilities and
aJl other trailS and factors that comprised the individual. This degree of satisfaction in
work was intrinsically tied 10 self-concept (Hm & Cramer, 1996; Super, 1975; Super,
1980).
Finally, Super staled that work and occupation is the focus ofpcrsonaIity
organization for most people with social traditions greatly influencing the individual in
detennining preferences for work, leisure, etc. For Super, then, career development and
personal development were intimately linked. He later integrated a new model into his
life-career model called the Archway Model (Hm & Cramer, 1996; Super, 1975; Super,
1980).
Super (1975) believed that the individual is capable ofmastcring increasingly
complex tasks at various stages of his development. His life span theory focussed on a
linear progression ofthe predictable and major life stages with each life stage task further
delineated into a sequence of major developmental tasks. The findings ofms Career
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Panem case study showed that skipping a stage in the nonna1 cycle can lead to difficulties
at a later stage. This is valuable infonnation for this research since adults returning or
entering college for the first time at an older age. according to this model. have deviated
from the normal sequence of life stages.
Models ofadult development brought into focus the fact that adult life is not
static. but moving. fuJI orups and downs, changes in family circumstance&. role changes.
and changes in jobs (Squires 1993; Tennant, 1993). Tennant (1993) argued thai ifaduJt
education agencies were to be succ:essfuJ they needed to focus their marketing strategies
and instrUctional activities to cater 10 the different needs ofaduJls at different life stages.
It is essential. therefore, for educators to become familiar with these life stages and their
impact on adult learning.
Aduh Lt.,aer
Since the 1960&, considerable research (Brookfield, 1986; Daines ct aI., 1993;
Graham, 1998; Lee, 1998; Kidd, 1973; Schlossberg, Lynch & Chickering, 1989) had been
completed on what constitutes an adult leamer. and the chuacteristics thai separate the
adult learner from the child or adolescent learner. This section examined selected
literature that defined the adult leamer and bow that adult learns. Also examined was
literature thai defined the characteristics and motivation of the aduh learner.
The National Advisory council for Adult Education in the United States (1980)
defined the adult learner as"an adult who is enrolled in any course of study, whether
special or regular to develop new skills or qualifications or improving existing skills and
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qualifications", and aduh education as "courses and other educational activities,
organized by teachers or sponsoring agencies and taken by persons beyond compulsory
school age" (Brookfield. 1986. p.30). These narrow definitions completely ignored the
heterogeneous group ofadult learners who cturent1y comprise half1be post-secondary
population. Brookfield (1986) suggested that simply bringing adults together in •
classroom is not an indication that learning is taking place. The adult population. as
clearly defmed, is a heterogeneous group with speci~ common characteristics.
However, they arc unique individuals who are experiencing great periods ofchange in.
rapidly changing world.
For the purposes of this paper, the student older than average was defined as the
adult 25 years and over returning 10 college. Is the adult learner a definable entity?
Schlossberg, Lynch and Chickering (1989) answered "yes" and "no", "Yes, adult learners
have special needs and capacities thac distinguish them from traditional'ase students.,...
Ne, adultleamers are a heterogeneous group,just as younger learners are" (p.2), These
writers used three categories: age, role and learning capacity 10 describe the
characteristics (lfthe adult experience and ofthe adult learner. To categorize a person by
age is difficult today since people grow old differently, and people engage in renewal
activities throughout adulthood. It is wrong, according to these authors, to assume that
appearance or age can be used to define how people think. feel or behave. It is equally
difficult to define adults in tenns of the roles they play since roles can be narrow in focus
or highly complex. However. role involvement as well as learning capacity, influences
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adult leamen in cduc:ational and occupational decisions. A temole injustice is executed
wbc:n it is assumed thai aJlleaming capacity diminishes oVO'time.
Q.,.actnistiq orA"," Lg,..,.
It is gencraUy accepted today that adults bring much more to Ihe educational
situation than youngerchild:m. Tbeybring a considerable store oflcnow1edstand
experience that they are able 10 transfer to theireurrent learning (Daines et al, 1993;
Graham, 1998; Kaswonn & Marienau. 1997; Squires. 1993; Zemke" Zemke, 1995).
Adults tend to be more self-directed, arc: competency-based learners. prefer experiential
learning techniques over passive listening. and arc aware ofspecific learning needs
generated by rcaJ·life events (Brookfield. 1991; Brundage, Keane" Mac:knc:soo. 1993;
Mackinnon-Slaney, 1994; Zemke &. Zemke, 1995). They also bring established attitudes.
patterns oflhought and fixed ways ofdoing things that may be productive or counter
productive. They have a wealth ofpersonal and work experiences to which tbcycan tie
new knowledge and learning. They are more likely to associate their classroom IeaminS
to their roles as parents, as members ofa community, as worken or as members ill a
social context. Since adults gcnc:rally have accepted responsibility for themselves., they
often do not respond well when told what to do, as opposed to parti<:ipatins in the
decision making process. They sometimes Jack: confidence in themselves and under·
estimate their own power, but they expect to be treated with respect and the equality of
adulthood (Daines et al, 1993; Graham, 1998; Kaplan &. Saltiel. 1997). However, it is
important to recognize that even Knowles, in an interview, once noted that "'the only
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universal characteristic of aduh learners is the quality and quantity oftheir experiences"
(Lee, \998, p. SO)
In 1973. RudyKjdd asked some pertinent questions on theconcepc ofadul1 as
learner. These questions included:
Is adult learning concerned primarily with the clarification ofideas
and intellectual processes or preparing the learner for action in the
community or society?
Should the cwriculum satisfy what the adult says he wants or wbal
he ought to have?
Are the requirements of the adult learner significantly different or
the same as those ofthe child?
Should the curriculum be selected, organized and evaluated by.
'teacher' or by those taking part in the educational program?
Should stress be placed upon the content and subject matter of
adult education or upon the methods ofadult education?
Should the teacher ofadults have a permissive philosophy or seek
to bring about changes in the adult student?
(lGdd, \973. p. 27-28)
Students in the post-secondary system 30 years later may still be asking whether
these questions have been answered, or attempted to be answered, in providing an
environment that will afford the optimum opportunity for adults 10 succeed. As was
earlier slated, the post-secondary system in North America has been steadily moving
toward a larger population of non-traditional students. For the institution and the students
they serve, it is important to distinguish the characteristics of1hose students that differ
from the traditional student.
In the era oCthe 60s and 70s most of the students considered as adult learners
were those who were attending part-time evening classes (Kidd, 1973; Knowles, 1978).
This has changed dramatically in the past decade or two. However, what has not
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changed is the notion ofexperiences as a key factor in differentiating adults from cbildrm
(Brookfield. 1986; Meniam & Caffarella. 1999. SchlossbcTg et al.,1989). Kidd (1973)
noted three main differences between adults and children regarding their experiences:
"adults have more experiences; adults have differeJtt kinds ofexperiences; and aduh
experiences are organized differenllf' (p,46). These experiences provide adults with
their self-identity because lhey define who thcyare in terms oftbeir experiences and have
a valuable investment in the value ofthese experiences. These life experiences function
in ways that are unique to adult learning. Firstly, experiences are important resources for
learning; secondly, a need to make sense out aCthe experience is often an incentive for
learning; thirdly, adults use their experiences to modify, transfer or reintegrate meanings.
values. strategies and skills while children use their experiences 10 learn new knowledge
and skills; and finally, adults can use past experiences as obstacles 10 new learning
(Merriam &: Caffarella, 1999).
Mackeracher (1996) examined five inter-related characteristics ofadult learners in
relationship to learning situations. These included: physiological faclOrs, past
experiences. time perspectives. the self and self-direction. As students age. two
physiological factors may influence their learning: sensory acuity and speed ofphysical
responses. 1be older the student, the more adjustments that may be necessary from the
institutional viewpoint ranging from clear and easy.to-read print material 10 increased
time frames for completion ofworlt assigned.
When examining past experiences there are a number of factors 10 consider. Past
experiences. both negative and positive. must be recognized and validated as active
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components ofleaming. Leuning must also relate to the past experiences in order for
adults to value or make sense of that learning. When new learning is presented, adults
must have sufficient time to assimilate that inCannalion into past experiences 10 avoid
potential conflict between present knowledge and past knowledge (Kidd. 1973;
Mackeracher, 1996).
The final two characteristics ofadult learners., according to Mackeracher (1996).
are the self and self-direction. She believed that the individual's sense ofselfevolved. out
aCtbe experiences with thewOfId, with other individuals and the kinds of interaction with
these individuals. Sclf-dircction as a characteristic ofadult learners,. according to
Mackerachcr. was probablyonc of the most discussed and debated issues in adull
education. One of the problems centered around the definition ofself-direction as a
process or as a goal. She stated that self-direction "usually includes the idea that the
autonomous person has the will and capacity 10 complete any plans ofaction anived at
through planning, choosing or reRecting, without having 10 depend on others for support
and encouragement" (p.51). Placing an adult learner in a learning environment with few
restraints and telling them to be self·directed, however, is not an adequate way to
facilitate self·dircctedness. As well, not every adult learner reaches adulthood IS a self-
directed individual. The notion of self-directedness for all adults then is unrea1istic.
Adult Motlvallol
Knowles was the first adult educator to recognize the characteristics ofadult
learners as differenl from children. He presented four basic asswnptions on these
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differences. However. he also continued 10 modify IUs views on adults and added a fifth
asswnption that adults are more motivated to learn by internal factors such as increased
self-esteem (Lee. 1998). "When the conditions are right, adults seek out and demand
leaming experiences" (Zemke & Zemke, 1995. p. 32). Adults who see a need or have a
desire to know will learn. Life changes often create a perceived need to learn. The more
life-ehanging events adults face, the more likely they are to seek out related learning
experiences (Zemke & Zemke, 1995).
Is adult motivation different from that ofcmldren? Dweck's (1986) model of
achievement motivation. used on children. recogniz.ed two different behaviour panerns
underlying acmevement goal orientation. The leaming goal orientation. characterized by
a desire to increase competence through mastering new problems and skills, is generally
accompanied by persistence when faced with obstacles. Those individuals with a
perfonnancc goal orientation, characterized by a desire to have perfonnances viewed
favourably, generally seek out easier tasks that ensure success and have a lower
persistence: when faced with obstacles.
Only one study, to date, has applied Dweck's model ofmotivation to traditional
and nOIHraditional college students. This study by Eppler and Huju (1997) showed clear
developmental differences between the two groups. One of the major findings showed
iliat the older the student, the more strongly commined they were 10 a learning goal
orientation, showing that non-lraditional students are inbinsically motivated to acquire
knowledge and develop skills. The stUdy also showed that irrational beliefs correlations
were not significant for non-traditional students. Since they iIlC already engaged in
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multiple roles, they may be resistant to learned helplessness. The least successful students
in tlUs study were those who bad rated their learning and perfonnance goals as low. For
institutions, it would be extremely impol1ant 10 identify those students IS quickly as
possible. as they appeared to be the most at risk for academic dismissal. or voluntarily
withdrawing from college (Eppler &. Harju, 1997).
Variables Assoda.ed with Post-SKOIIdary 81Udub Older n••• Avenel!
Traditional Studeat Versus NOIll-tradltlo... Stude••
Many orthe earlier models relating to academic perfonnance nave been based on
reseaTCh centering around the traditional young adult with little focus on models of
academic perfonnance or examination ofcharacteristics of adult students that might
impact on academic success. Ya. non-traditional students differ from ttaditional students
in many ways. While they report a strong sense of commitment to their goal of post-
secondary education, they often have difficulty integrating into student life. They arc
more likely to be female and married, have more dependents than younger students and
come from families with lower socioeconomic status than younger students (Bean &
Metzner, 1986; Cleveland·Innes. 1994; Kasworrn & Pike, 1994). Adult learners were
also different from younger adults in that they have had a considerable time lapse since
last returning to school. This resulted in lack of sufficient preparation in academic
knowledge and skills. Solomon and Gordon (1991) proposed that older stUdents had not
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participated in college preparatory programs. nor did they have as high a grade point
average as their younger counterparts.
Graham (1998) was one ofthe few researchers 10 have done. comparative
analysis oftraditional students and students older than avenge. His findings revealed
that adults reported slightly higher levels ofdevelopment than the younger students,
consistent with many of the development theories already discussed. He also found that
the greater the satisfaction with the educational climate, the greater the reponed growth
on outcomes for both groups suggesting to institutions that all students regardless ofage
need to operate in a climate that responds 10 them as individuals. Ilis findings showed
thai faculty's respect for students, their availability, concern and contact with students and
the quality of instruction impacted on the students' evaluation of their intellectual and
academic development.
Most adults returning 10 school are either in a career change or family transition.
Schlossberg et aJ. (1989) descnbes adults returning 10 the educational setting as
individuals who are changing their roles, routines and relationships at home, within the
community and in the educational environment. "A transition is thus an event... or a
nonevent. .. that alters one's roles, relationships, routines and asswnptions" (p.14).
Schlossberg divided the transitional process ofadult learners into three stages: moving
into the learning environment; moving through; and moving on. Each stage brings its
own transitions and reactions to these changes.
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Student Pmlst"u ..d Rcfeptfol
The past twenty yean: have seen considerable researcb (Ashar 4 Skcncs. 1993;
Berger & Braxton, 1998; Bray, Braxton at Sullivan. 1999; Cleveland-Innes, 1994; Eppler
& Harju, 1997; Gerdes & Mallinckrodt, 1994; Kaswonn &. Pike, 1994; Parsc:areUa. &.
Teremini. 1998; Tinto. 1987; TiolO, 1998) on studem. persistence and retention as well as
the development and modification ofa theory that bas helped explain the process that
caused students to leave post-secondary institutions prior to completing their program.
Much ofthis research (Berger & Braxton, 1998; Berger &. Milem, 1999; Bray, Braxton &.
Sullivan. 1999; McKeown, MacDonell &. Bowman. 1993; Mutter. 1992) has focused on
TiRlo's model of student persistence and withdrawal. Tiolo'S (1987) model of student
depanure., based partly on Durkheim's work on suicide, focussed on integration as the key
to retaining students in post secondary. Students who were integrated into the social and
academic life of the institution were less likely to drop out. This model considered nol
only the background ofstudents prior to acceptance into college, but also their experiences
during their attendance. rinto proposed lhat lhe student's success or failure was
influenced firstly by the background characteristics that a student brought to an institution.
He suggested that a lack of integration arose from incongruence and isolation.
Incongruence refers to that state where individuals perceive themselves as being
substantially at odds with the institution ... Isolation refers to the absence ofsufficient
interactions whereby integration may be achieved. It is that condition in which persons
find themselves largely isolated from the daily life ofthe institution (Tinto, 1987, P .53).
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A combination ofthesc background characteristics and the level of integration 1C8d to a
level of commitment Tinte believed was the most important factor in determining
persistence. Increased integration influenced changing CC1mmiunents, within the studmt,
to both the goal ofgraduation and to theeducationaJ institution (Grayson, 1997; Tiolo,
1987; Tinto, 1998).
Another factor that contributed to student persistence: was academic and social
involvement. The more a stUdent interacted with other students and faculty, the morc:
likely they viewed these interactions as positive, the more validated they were. the more
they persisted. Research (Berger & Braxton, 1998; Berger & Milem. 1999; Bray, Braxton
& Shaw, 1999; Mutter, 1992; Tioto. 1998) bas proposed that academic integration and
social integration were very important to persistence in college programs. Similar results
(Ashar & Skenes, 1993; Cleveland·lnnes, 1994; Epplcr& Harju, 1997; Gerdes &
Mallinckrodt. 1994; Graham. 1998; Kaswonn & Pike, 1994) were found when examining
non·traditional students. Students in two year programs were more likely to socialize only
in the classroom. Therefore. academic involvement WQuld be more important to
persistence than social integration (pascarella. Edison, Hagedorn. Nora &. Terenzini, 1996;
Tinto. 1998). Involvement also mattered most during the first year ofcollege where
attrition rates were the highest. For many adult learners, social integration outside the
classroom was not an option; so for persiStence to impact there had to be academic
involvement (Cleveland·tones. 1994).
Research on the retention ofstudenl5 (Bean. 1998; Berger &. Braxton. 1998;
Gerdes &. Mallinckrodl, 1994) indicated that initial success relating to academic demands
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can be crociallO student retention. Most students who drop out do so during their first
year, particularly during their first semester (pascarella et aI.• 1996). Poor academic
perfonnancc is believed to be the single most important fac10r contributing to attrition. As
well, research (Berger & Braxton; 1998: Bray et al•• 1999; Gerdes & Mallinckrodt, J994;
I..arose & Roy, 1998; Larose, Robertson, Roy, & Legault, 1998; Nelson. Dunn. Grigg.
Primavcr. Bacillious, & Miller, 1993) has shown that academic performance and reducing
academic failure required more than traditional remedial or study skills assistance. Social
adjustment ofstudents is of equal importance in predicting persistence. Social
adjustments included becoming integrated into the social life ofcollege, forming a
supporting network, adjusting 10 feelings ofhomesickness and loneliness and managing
new social freedoms (Bean, 1980; Geredcs & Mallinckrodt, 1994; Pascarella & Terenzini
1998; Nelson ct aI.• 1993; Tinto.1987; Tinto. 1998).
In a study completed by Murtaugh, Bums and Schuster (1999), survival analysis
was used to detenninc the factors that contributed to attrition. They found that attrition
increased with age and decreased with higher GPA. Residential stUdents were more likely
to remain as were: international students. lbe study also showed that attrition rates were
higher among students away from horm. All ofthese attrition factors should be examined
in light of their impact on students older than average at the college. One question that
should be examined is whether social integration is as imponant for students older than
average.
According to Muner(l992), most research on student persistence has been
completed at four-year campuses influencing her to use Tinto's theory ofdeparture to
examine persisters and noo-pmistm II community colleges. Her study indicIIed IbI1
prier reseattb showed thai. race and gc:ndcr lCCOUIJ1ed for the lDIjor diffcrcnca betwem
the persisters and DOft-pc:rsista'l with blact SIUdcnls and females more likdyto be arncma
the persisters. Mutla"'s maiD objective in be" study was to determine to whit degrft
gender, race. social and acadc:mic integration, goal and institutional commitment, and
degree ofsupport and encouragement from significant others wee associated with student
persistence. The results tended to support Tmto'5 theory ofdeparture on social and
academic integration, including individual goals and institutional commitment
Ashar and Skenes (1993) are two researchers who used Tinlo's studentdepamue
madelia examine non-traditional students. TinlO's model suggested that universities and
colleges that are socially and academically integrated win be better able to retain students
than less integrated institutions. Howeva-, !he model has never distinguished between
traditional and non-traditional student departure.
Some oftbe main differences between traditional and JlOII-traditional students
include: most adult students wort full and part-time; many are married and have children;
their social life at college is limited by other commitments; and most importantly they
have established social membership within Ihe community outside ofthe college.
According 10 Ashar and Skenes (1993), for the population surveyed, social and academic
integration may not be as important 10 relaining adult students as the need to enhance their
careerpolential.
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Barrim t. Ad,lts 8mo", ,. HirItft: EdmdM
AccordiDa 10 Merriam aDd Ca1TareIla (1999). tbc peaICSt issues faciDa o\da'
students and the necessity 10 mum to higher education revolved around Ibc IOciocuttunl
context. There are three maiD dimensions of the current sociocuhural context shaping the
natw'e ofaduilleaming as il is known today: demographics. the global economy and
technology. Changing demographics., for the first time in the history ofthe world, have
resulted in more adults in society thai cve:r before. In 1987. for the first time ever,
Americans over the age ofsixty·five outnumbeml those uncIa'twcnly-fivc. Not only are
there more aduhs than ~uth. there arc more older adults. ~ well, dUs adult population is
better educated than at any time in history (Merriam &. Caffarella, 1999). These changing
demographics have had an impact on colleges and universities. and on the notion of
lifelong learning.
TI1e economic structure, not onlycfone country, but ofthe whole world has a
direct connection to the changing learning needs ofadults, as the re<:ognition of global
interdependence and changu in the labour force necessitate changes in the learning
environmenl No longer docs an individual train for a job Of" career that willlut through
the adult life time. Education has become an integra] part ofbusiness and with this change
in focus. urrivmities and colleges must chaDge to respond to the needs ohdulls that are
entering their programs.
Nowhere has change occUJTed so rapidly and profoundly on the world as the
technological changes thai have occurred in the computer world. These changes tlave
been insuumental in bringing about the 'information society' that has made new jobs
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while eliminating otbc:rs. Tbcse changes havt: also greatly influenced aduh education aDd
have coatribute:d to the need for continuing cducatioIl. People who fuUsb their forma]
trainiDg today can expect 10 have that training ou&datcd in a thin five years. The
amount of information available, predicted to double tvt:ty KVCD years. <:an DOW be
expected to double every 20 months with the use ofcompact disk. the Intc:me:l and the
World Wide Web (Bametson,. 1998). This profound cbaDge fi'om lID industrial society to
an information society has resulted in major changes to the stnICtUre ofsociety including
the post secondary environment (Bametson. 1998; Merriam" CatTarclla, 1999).
Spandard (1990) identified three barriers to adults (panicularly women) returning
10 higher education. Firstly, there arc institutional barriers, including location. schedules,
fee structures and campus fiiendliness. Secondly, there are situational barriers. including
job commibnCDts, home responsibilities. lack of money, lad: ofchild care and
transportation problems.. Finally, there arc~al barricn where attitudes. beliefs
and values of individuals and significant others affect <:2rCCrdecision making.. Problems
arise when ncithu the spouse nor the cxtended family can provMJe support. Opinions of
signiGant othcn can have a tremendous impact on the returning student (Herr &: CI2l11a',
1996; Merriam &; CalTarella, 1999).
Kerba (199') listed personal problems, transportation, child care, bealth,
scheduling conflicts and a wide gap between learner expectations and reality as some of
the many reasons why adults dropped out ofadult education classes. These were also the
same barriers. listed by Hen' and Cramer (1996). as barrim to adult students returning 10
h.igher education. TheK: barriers were often compounded by the length of time necessary
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for adult students to achieve: their goals. Students who dropped out at the Ilduh education
level also have aborted career plans since they often do not have Ihe basic: skiDs necc:sury
to successfully complete. post.sec:onday program. Kern. (1995) sugested that retainiD&
students directly related 10 bow well the students were socially and lICademically
integratcdinto.institutioa.
Daines, Daines, and Graham (1993), Squires (1993), and Weil (1993) focused on
issues that adult students have (0 deal with in returning to the world ofacademics. Daines
et aI. (1993) found that learning was more likely to oc:cur when the infonnation wu
relevant. They also suggested that a person's emotional swe influenced the learning
process and whelhcr or nol the student would be successful. For learning to be sucasstuJ.
individuals had 10 discover thM learning was useful and rewarding. Praise and positive
reinforcement accounted in some part for a student's succ:essfid completiOll ofa program.
For many adult learners, time management issues posed the greatest problem with
secondary issues centering uound financial and emotional problems, including lack of
support ofspousc or significant others (Kaplan &. Saltid, 1997).
In a similar study, Wei) (1993) researched students who had retUrned to higher
education after an absence ofatleast five years following the end oftheir initial cclucatioo.
This study focused on the disjunction and integration experiences as they relaled to their
expeclalions and experiences of returning to Connal education. Disjunction refers ';0 a
sense of feeling at odds with oneself as a learner learning in a panicular set of
circumstances. . and can be associated with feelings ofalienation, anger. ftustration and
confusion" (Wei~ p.l61). She argued thal disjunction can be constructive if the various
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learning partners in the 1carninl process become more responsible and accountable for
what is oc:curring.. When this does DOl: happen. the extent to wIUcb adults can cope with
disjunctioo and the above reclinp dc:penlkd 00 a number of (acton thIt included:
influences ofprevious Ic:amins and assumptions about edlxatioo; apcriax:a ofk:amiDB
and being a learner as In adult bolh within and outside higher education; one's self·
concept; the quality ofsupport and relationships both inside and outside the educational
situation; and the kinds ofcompensating experiences available.
Integration. on the other hand. tended 10 be associated with • sense ofequilibrium.
It was not responsible for learning itself, but helped to crellc the conditions that allowed.
student to be an active puticipant in aleamingsituation. One oftbe inherent problems for
adult learners revolved around their senseofvaJue for who they an: u people: and forthcir
prior experience. Without this validation. tberecan be no integration (Weil. 1993).
Schlossberg (1989) also agreed that an important consideration for educational
institutions dealing with aduh learners is their Deed to maner. Her recent study confirmed
tJUs notion. Adults who fclt they mattered to advisors and 10 an institutioa were more
inclined to stay leaming. SGblossberg believed that institutions that focused on matterina
made the difference between adult k:amcrs completing their career goals or dropping out.
The themes which emerged from the learners in this study included: ". notion ofpcrsooal
stance in teaching and JeaminS; recognizing and respecting differences; 'unlearning to not
speak'; the role of relationships in mediatingdisjunclion; and 'Ieaming·in·relation"
(Schlossberg. 1989, p.l6S).
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Rogers (1993) agreed with the notion ofpersonal stance in leaching and learning
and that the facilitation otlearning depended upon the attitudinal qualities that exist in the
personal relationship between the facilitator and the learner. The most basic attitude was
the genuineness or realness ofthe facilitator and the ability to present this genuineness to
the learner. Also included in the attitudinal qualities were the prizing acceptance and tnlsI
ofthe teacher toward the student. lbis involved an acceptance ofthe individual as I
separate individual or person in histher own right. Central to this premise was the notion
of teaching individuals as opposed to teaching courses. The facilitator who taught
students created a climate ofleaming extremely different from the ordinary classroom.
Finally, Rogers suggested that a necessary climate for sclf·initiated,. experientialleamins
is one ofempathic understanding. He believed that only when facilitators were willing 10
risk discovering themselves that actualleaming is taking place.
Wag. Return'" tq CoJIqt
While there were difficulties notcd for all non-traditional students returning to
college, women with family responsibilities were noted as the fastest growing group of
adult students, and perhaps the most vulnerable to dropping OUL Adult women students
face difficulties that an: compounded by their multiple roles (Home, 1998; Padula, 1994;
Schlossberg, Lynch & Chickering, 1989; Tomlinson-Clarke, 1998; Tony &. Cooley 1998).
There arc three distinct dimensions of role strain among women: role conflict from
simullancous rol~ incompatible demands; role overload; and role contagion or
preoccupation with one role while performing another. Because ofdemanding life
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situations. such as beina. single parad or motha' ofsmall cbiklrm, some women may be
more vulnerable to strain and the possibili1}' ofcxitina before pwlUICioa.. IJI order to be
successfill. these women with multiple roles need help with p1aminc and time
management. peu support and finmciaI aDd day care aaistaocc (Home, 1998).
I.stltationl Alliltllq (or SlId". hnlstgq
Graham (1998), Muner (1992) and Rogers (1993) indicated that efforts sboukt be
directed towards finding ways (0 help community college students become more: involved
in college life. Staffdevelopment activities should be centered arowxl sensitizing staffto
integration ofstudou into coJ1esc life. The needs and conccnu ofnon-traditiooal
students should also be addressed with mentonhip programs. support pups and special
programs and services for noD·traditional students to better inlegrate into college life and
boa>mepenisteot_
Murtaugh et al. (1999) noted that tbc:re were several ways that colleges can assist
students with persistence. Strengtbenjng the efforts oforientation for new students
increased the likelihood ofsuccess during the first three terms. Sensitivity to non-
tr2ditional students was also felt to be valuable in retaining students and assistiDj them ill
becoming persistent students. This research also showed that, while older students lend to
have higher graduation rales, retention rates in their study appeared 10 decrease with age.
One solution identified was offering relevant courses al times and places convenient to
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the older students. Programs specifically designed to accommodate the older than average:
student should be a priority (or institutions with increasing aduk student enrollment.
FMterinr Siudent ',",pi...ad Drdopmcat
Pascarella and Terenzini (1998) noted that a vast body ofreseareh conducted over
the past few decades stressed conditions that foster student learning and development
including:
small institution size, strong faculty emphasis on teaching and student
development, a student body that attends college full-time and resides on
campus, a common gener3l education emphasis or shared intellectual
experience in the curriculum and frequent interaction between students and
faculty and between students and thcirpeers (pp. 151· 1.52).
However, the changing student population showed that this research was camplteed on
lraditional students who no longer comprised the majority in college populations. For
non-traditional students older than average who have many other factors impacting in their
lives. some conditions that would be difficult include: full time attendance and residency
and frequent interaction between students and their peers. According 10 Pascarella and
Terenzini (1998), research has also focussed on colleges and universities. not community
colleges where the majority of non-traditional students are enrolled.
There are several steps that educational institutions could take (0 provide for
success for the students older than average. These include: clearly defining the strnetuJe
ofprograms with time and financial commitments dearly stated; providing student
orientation materials that outline problems often CDCOuntercd by adult students with
suggestions for their management; acknowledging that time is limited and a sowce: of
frustration for aduh students; identifying common problems and solutions for those
problems; structuring the programs to acconunodate other adult respGl15Illilities; and
assisting in the devclopment ofa viable suppon system among students that include study
groups and child care arrangements (Kaplin & Saltier,I997). For at-risk women with
multiple roles, orientation sessions led by successful "multiple role" graduates would be
beneficial in assisting these women in making realistic expectations and coping strategies
(Home, 1998).
Institutions familiar with adult learning theory should also factor in the older
stUdent when designing curriculwn. According to Zemke and Zemke (1995), adults lend
to prefer single concept single theory courses that arc problem focussed, need their prior
learning acknowledged, react bene; to realistic activities as opposed to artificial exercises,
desire feedback and recognition, and prefer facilitaton who use teaching techniques that
recognize students' different learning styles.
Counselling is another area that colleges need to focus on when considering the
student older than average. MacKinnon-Slaney (1994) proposed an aduh persistence-in-
learning model for adult learners that integrated existing literature on adult development.
She argued that the ten-factor model as outlined in her research took into consideration the
multiple facton: likely to be ofconcern to adult learners, and therefore counselling
responses could not be confined to single issues. Worries at home influence school work
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and • failing grade on a paper has a negative impact upon the home environment.
Counselling ofstudents older than average needs to help these students address personal
issues oeself-awareness, clarification ofcareer and life goals, mastery oflife transitions
and a sense of interpersonal competence. Learning issues that need to be addressed
include the educational component (bow to make the educational experience relevant) and
intellectual and political competencies (the politics ofthe institution. the cuniculum.
faculty and admimstration). Students and counsellors also need to factor in en~taI
or institutional issues such as infonnation retrieval, awareness ofopportunities and
impediments and the compatibility of institutions to adult students (MacKinnon-Slaney,
1994). Institutions whose counsellors recognize the many faceted roles and issues
surrounding students older than average will be more readily able to assist these students
in becoming ~istcnt and successful students.
a'SSfoom bdlitatiol
As was earlier stated. the attitude of professors was rated as the most influential
factor for student's satisfaction wilh an institution (Graham, 1998; Rogers, 1993). The
classroom environment, therefore is ofgreat significance to the adult learner. A good
classroom facilitator establishes goals and clarifies expectations, does not need to be in
control or continually lecture, uses questioning techniques to provoke thinking and
discussions. recognizes that adults often have frail egos, uses a variety ofteacrung
techniques, and develops a balanced learning environment where opiJtions are valued and
more than one solution is explored (BrookfieM11991; Tice, 1997; Zemke &: Zemke,
1995).
IgstltwtioD,lCJltJrt
It is important to note that, while then: are differences in students who anend
colleges, campuses are also unique. What works for one campus may not work for
another. According to Stage (1991), Kub and Whin (1998) identified fourmajor
dimensions thai describe the uniqueness of institutional culture. These are:
the external environment thai surrounds a campus.. the college or university
itself, sub--cultures wilhin the institution (e.g.• faculty academic advisors,
residence life staffl, and individual acton in their roles (e.g. the college
president, the chiefstudent atTain officer, and the president oftbe student
body and the faculty senate) (p.57).
It is equally important for colleges to recognize lhis institutional culture and consider how
student development theories would benefit the current students registered in their
campuses.
Summary
The literature review indicated that considerable research (Arnold &: King, 1997;
Brookfield, 1986; Chickering &. Reisser, 1997; Evans et al, 1998; Knowles. 1978;
Merriam &CaffarelIa. 1999; Squires, 1993; Super, 1975; Super, 1980; Tennant, 1993) has
been conducted on student development theories and adult learning theories over the past
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few decades. While these researchers do not always agree u to which theOIy best
descnbcs student development, results have generally shown that then: is some
consistency in the notion that students develop in a systematic way. Considerable I'e$elIICb
(Brookfield, 1986; Bonk &. Kim, 1998; Brundage. Rean &: Mackneson, 1993; Feuer &.
Greber, 1988; Knowles. 1978; Maclcinnon.Slaney, 1994; Tennant, 1993) bas examiDcd
student development theory as it relates 10 adult leamers. Students older Ihan average are
attending college in greater numbers than ever before. However, it was also evident that
research has not kept pace with the increasing changing population, nor have college
administrators addressed the needs of this changing population.
Research (Brookfield, 1986; Daines et al, 1993; Graham, 1998; Kaplin &: Salliel.
1997; Kaswonn &: Maricnau, 1997; MacKinnon-Slancy, 1994; Merriam &
Caffarclla;1999; Schlossberg et a)., 1989; Squires. 1993; Zemke &. Zemke. 1995) has also
been extensive in the area ofadult learners and adult education. It was evident from the
literature search that adults bring considerable knowledge and experiences to the learning
environment. Other characteristics include established attitudes and an acceptance of
their actions. They tend 10 be more self-direcled and prefer experientialleaming. While
they often lack confidence in themselves, they expect respect and equality from college
administration and faculty.~ is a great need for institutions to be aware of these
characteristics, yet researchers have not focused their attention on the changing
demographics of the college student population and, therefore, cannot verifY that students
older than average act differently than the nonn.
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Rescarch (Bean & Metzner, 1986; Ckvcland·lnnc:s, 1994; EpplcrAHalju, 1997;
G_ 1998; Kuwonn '" Pike, 1994; SoIomoD '" Gonloo, 1991; Zemke '" Zemke,
1995) indicmd considcnbSe differences between traditional and noo-traditionaJ studmtI
in areas inctudingmorivatioa. Yct,tbelittrllUtesearebalsoindicatedac:oosiderable1ac:k
of information. on whether the noo-traditional student conforms 10 the norms (01' studeDt
persistence and retention as outlined byTinto (Ashar &. Skeoes. 1993; MutIer, 1992;
Kasswonn & Pike. 1994; Tinto,l998). Factors lhat conmbute 10 student persistence and
retention include integration. academic and social involvement, and experiences the
student brings to the institution. It is important for researchers (0 more fully explore
student persistence and retention 1$ it relates to the student older than average if
institutions are to introduce policies and procedures to assist these students in becomina
persistent and successtW.
While there are considc:nbly more students older than average atteDding college
currently, Daines et a1. (1993). Herr and Cramer (1996).. Kcrba(l99S) and Weil (1993)
revealed many barriers to suc«ss for the non-uaditional older student includiDa
institutional, situational and psyt:bosocial These facton were <:ompounded when applied
to women anempting to return to coJ~ (padula, 1994; Toray A Cooley, 1998)
The literature search (Graham. 1998; Home. 1998; K8plan & Sahiel, 1997;
Murtaugh et al., 1999; Muner, 1992; Museet ai, 1992; Pascarella&' Terenzini, 1998;
Zemke & Zemke, 1995) concluded with an examination of the institutional factors that
contribute to or impede the success of the student older than average. Previous researthers
(Bean. 1980; Belanger &. Metzner. 1986; Brookfield. 1986; Cleveland-lnnes, 1994; Cross..
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1981; Daines et ai, 1993; Eppler &. HaJju, 1887. Graham, 1998; Grayson. 1998;
MacKinnon·Slaney. 1994; Muse et a1, 1992; Pascarella &. Terenzini. 1998; Weil, 1993)
noted that the needs and concemsofthe non-traditional student may not be served in the
present college environmenL AI> such, solutions were explored that educational
institutions could utilize 10 provide for per.;istencc and possibly success for the student
older than average including institutional assistance. mOR: empathetic facilitating and
fostering student learning and developmmt to meet the changing demographics.
It was obvious from the litenturc search that there have been numerous adult
learning theories explored. It was also evident that the adult college population is
composed ofa group of individuals with unique characteristics and concerns. The
literature presented in this chapter provided considerable background infonnation for the
research questions presented in Chapter One, and set the framework: for the methodology
outlined in Chapter1'hree.
This study examined the factors contributing to or distracting from success for
students older than average. The study attempted to examine the personal, institutional
and/or academic factors that contributed to or impeded the success oftbe studmt older
than average. It compared and contrasted students 25 years and older using two
categories: students who successfully completed their program and those who voluntarily
withdrew.
Dati CoDuttOD Proc;edaR
The data collection procedwe consisted ofrwo phases. Phase I involved a
questionnaire, and Phase IT involved the collection of qualitative data through semi-
stnIcturedinterviews.
The Director ofStudent Services ofthe College oflhe North Atlantic was
contacted (see Appendix A) to ascertain if the College would allow a survey to be
completed oftheir students older than average at campuses in the St. John's area and
Comer Brook. Consent was given to allow access to the studenl data for purposes oflhe
study (see Appendix A).
Once the official written consent was received from the College and the names
and addresses provided, letters explaining the purpose ofthe research and consent fonns
for possible interviews (see Appendix A) along with the questionnaires (see Appendix 0)
were mailed to a percentage ofstudents representing the various college programs.
"
One of the problems identified early in the research centered around the Student
Infonnation System (SIS) thai is used by the College to track students. At fint g1ance the
number of students older than average that registered with the College was significaDt.
However, a more detailed analysis revealed a major problem. Since the system records
all students each semester they register, the printout identified the same student numerous
times depending on the number ofsemesters registered. The first task involved
eliminating these duplications.
A second problem was identified after that duplication was eliminated and the
questiormaires distributed. Even though the query asked for only those students who had
graduated, and were academically dismissed, or voluntarily withdrew, other queries
appeared in the mix. Each student had a status code defined by the system. "TER"
identified those who had withdrawn prior to completion of the program, "GRA"
identified those who had graduated while ''DIS'' identified students who were
academically dismissed. However, the query also included lhose who were on academic
warning (WRN) and those whose diploma had been denied (pDN). These students were
still enrolled al the College and could nol be considered within the three defined
categories. Some ofthe mail-out included these students.
According to infonnation obtained from the college. there were 1173 students
older than average who graduated. were academically dismissed or voluntarily withdrew
during the three-year period studied. A random sampling was completed using the
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (Norusis, 2001) and questionnaires were mailed to
350 students. Seventy-five were returned for a response rate of21.4%. However, these
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responses included seven that were inadmissible reducing the actual response rate to
19.4%
According 10 Gay (1992). a minimwn acceptable sample size would be 10%. In
developing the qucstionnaiJe, it was decided that approximately 2()1/e ofthe students older
than average would constitute an ac<:eptable sample size. However, there were a number
of factors taken into account when determining an acceptable sample size including: the
number ofstudents older than average in each program; the number ofpotential
participants who may have moved from the address provided three years ago; and the
number of students from each category who maybe willing to participate. Iftberc was
not fairly equal representation from those who graduated, those who self-tenninatcd or
those who were: academically tenninated, it would be difficult to do an accurate
comparative analysis.
After an analysis aCthe quantitative data fiom the 68 participants., it was
recommended thac a further in-depth analysis be conducted using qualitative data. nus
was completed using semi-strUCtured interviews with 12 ofthe original participants. A
letter explaining the rcscarclJ and a consent form to be signed by those willing to
participate in a follow-up interview should one be necessary, was included with the main
questioMaire mailed to the 350 respondents. As well. at the end ofthcqucstionnaire.
there was space provided for name, address. and telephone number of those who signed
consent Coons. This infonnation provided the framework for the interviews.
A random sampling was completed on the 22 students who agreed to an interview.
Interviews were then conducted with seven males and five females. Responses to the
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interviews were examined for underlying themes.
-The study was conducted with students identified as 25 yean or older who
registered at the College ofthe North Atlantic from 1997 to 1999. The research was
conducted at the four campuses in the S1. John's area and at the Comer Brook campus.
These campuses were chosen because oftheir large student population and because the
five campuses represent the majority ofprograms offered by the College.
The study was limited to those three years to attempt to exclude students older
than average who had returned 10 post-secondary after the collapse oftbe cod fishery.
During that time. a considerably larger number ofdisplaced fisher persons returned to
post-secondary either voluntarily or involuntarily as a condition of funding. Since this
student population was considered unique 10 a time frame and to socioeconomic
conditions. inclusion of these students may provide for an inaccurate view of the normal
student older than average population.
During Phase I, a random sampling was completed and questionnaires were
mailed to three hundred and fifty (350) students. The respondents were given a deadline
date with the mailed questionnaire. At the end of the time frame, 7S questionnaires were
returned, but as earlier stated seven were inadmissible. Data was then gathered from the
68 eligible que
Included in the 68 eligible responses were 53 graduates and 1S who voluntarily
withdrew. Since there was no response from students who were a<:ademica!ly tennin8led,
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the study was narrowed 10 a comparative analysis oftwo main groups instead oftbe three
groups originally identilkd.
After an analysis oftbc quantitative data from the 68 participants. it wu
recommended that a fwther in-depth analysis be conducted using qualitative data. Twelve
participants were inteJVicwcd and the responses examined for major themes. Phase D
provided the results erthat data gathering.
IlW<!u!!<!!ll
A questionnaire (see Appendix B) was the main swvcy instrument The
questionnaire contained a lotal 0(54 items. The questionnaire was comprised of opened~
ended questions, closed items and a series of items that ask the individual to respond on.
five-point Likert scale, was divided into four sections. These four sections represented
variables that have been identified through the literature review as factors that contribute
10 or distract from success for mainly traditional students, as the literature search
indicated insufficient research into the student older than average (padula, 1994;
Pascarella & Terenzini, 1998). Incorporated into the questionnaire were facton identified
by the limited research as to possible reasons for success or nonsuccess for the student
older than average.
Section A provided the individuaJ an opportunity to respond to 13 closed items
relating to the college and provided infonnation on such factors as differences in grade
point average during college, highest schooling completed. whether work interfered with
their schooling as outlined in research questions two, three, five and six. Section B
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contained a series 0(2S items that asked the individual to respond on a five-point Likert·
type scale. This seaion provided further information for question five sucll as academic
integration, academic preparedness, social integration, financial concerns and self-esteem.
Section C consisted of seven closed questions on demographic characteristics to assist in
answering research question one. Section D contains nine open-ended questions that may
provide answers for research questions four and seven. These questions also provided the
individual an opportunity to add other pertinent infonnation which may not have been
identified through the rest aCthe survey. It should be noted that the questionnaire was
not standardized, nor was there any proven reliability or validity completed. However. it
included questions similar to those posed in a recent study on reentry versus early entry
women attending the college (Lindstrom, 2000)
The second survey instrument was a set ofsemi-structured interview questions
(Section C). These questions provided further clarification for the open-ended questions
in Section D aCthe questioMaire and provided an opponunity for students to elaborate on
factors thaI may have contributed to or distracted from success. Participants also had an
opportunity to discuss major adjustments as students older than average and an
opportunity 10 further clarifY ways the College could support students older than average.
These interviews provided qualitative data which was integrated into the data gathmld
through the questionnaire.
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Upon completion oflhc questionnaires. the results were tabulated and analyzed
using a variety of statistical analysis. Items in the various sections were analyzed for the
frequency and percentage ofeach possible response. Results were then cross tabulated
from the two types of respondents (graduates and those who voluntarily withdrew) and
chi-square tests perfonned. This was completed in order to compare the frequency each
possible response was chosen by the two types, and to ascertain if there were any
significant differences between factors identified in the research questions. The inleMCW
questions were grouped into like themes for comparative analysis and provided further
clarification on these questions.
The methodology as outlined in this chapter and the data gathered provided the
infonnation for the analysis cribI' research, and subsequent results are detailed in Chapter
Four.
The results of this study as presented wen: directed by the research questions
outlined in Chapter One. The study was completed in two phases. Phase I involved the
collection of data tJuougb the mailout of a questionnaire (see Appendix B). Phase II
involved the collection of qualitative data tJuough semi-structured interviews (see
Appendix C).
The questionnaire. comprised offour sections. provided the data for Phase I.
These four sections represented variables identified through the literature review
(pascarella & Terenzini. 1998) as factors that contnbutcd to or distracted from success of
students. The first three sections ofme questionnaire provided infonnation on
background and demographlc characteristics. academic and employment history of each
student, and reasons why students entered the College or chose the specific program.
Factors relating to college experiences such as social and academic integration, academic
readiness., and general satisfaction with the College and its services were also addressed
in these sections. The final section provided an opportunity for participants to respond to
open-ended questions. These questions provided infonnation on reasons for success in
the program or reasons for withdrawing from the program. Students were also provided
an opportunity to otTer advice to older students returning and otTer useful suggestions to
Ihe College in assisting students older than average. Since there were no responses from
students who were academically dismissed. there could only be a comparative analysis
compleled on two categories: those who had graduated and those who voluntarily
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withdrew.
After an analysis of the oflhe quantitative data, it was recommended that a further
in-depth analysis be conducted using qualitative data gathered through interviews with
those participants who had agreed to panicipate in a follow-up interview. Phase n
consisted of semi-structured interviews and provided a more in-depth qualitative analysis
and an opportunity for further clarification andIor elaboration by the respondents.
Following the completion oftbe qucstioMaires and the interviews, the results
were tabulated and analyzed using a variety of statistical analyses. In Phase I. items in the
various sections were tabulated as per the frequency and percentage ofeach possible
response. Results were then cross-tabulated from the two types of respondents (graduates
and those who voluntarily withdrew) and chi-square tests performed. The collected data
were analyzed with the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) computer software
program providing means and standard deviations used to calculate cross tabuJati<lns and
chi-squares. Chi-square analyses with a level of significance at p <0.05 was completed
on the items. In Phase n. the interview questions were examined for underlying themes
and content analyses was completed to detenninc differences between the two groups
identified. Since there were dearly defined themes between male and female interview
participants, differences between these were also examined and recorded.
The following results have been tabulated and recorded as per the research
questions identified in Chapter One. For ease of reference, the questions have been re-
recorded with the corresponding interpretation following. As well, those respondents
identified as "'voluntarily withdrew" were identified in all tables as ·'voluntary".
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The results ofPhase I of the study, consisting ofthc main questionnaire (see
Appendix B). have been descnbed in this section. The first three parts provided
information on background and demographic characteristics, ac3(Jenric and employment
history ofeach student. and reasons why students entered the College or chose the
specific program. Factors relating to college experiences such as: social and academic
integration, academic readiness, and general satisfaction with the College and its services
were also addressed in this section. The last section, consisting ofopen.-endcd questions,
provided an opportunity for recommendations from the respondents. Each research
question was re-recorded with the corresponding interpretation of the data immediately
preceding the tables. As well, those respondents categorized as "voluntarily withdrew"
were identified in all tables as "voluntary".
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Data as per the demographic characteristics orlbe 68 people who participated in
the questionnaire were placed in Tables 4.1 - 4.8. The sample population consisted of68
respondents. Fifty-three ofthe students or 77.9% who answered the survey were
graduates. while IS or 22.1% of the respondents voluntarily withdrew. Since the number.
ofrespondents in the voluntary category was significantly lower than the graduates'
responses, it was difficult to do a comparative analysis. Distribution of respondents by
category is illustrated in Table 4.1.
Table4.t
Distribution ofBesponden!5 by Category
Category
Graduate
Voluntary
53
15
77.9
22.1
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The gender distnbution (Table 4.2) calculated at 38 or 55.9 % male, and 30 or
44.1% female. Among the graduates, 28 or 52.8% of the participants were male. and 25
or 47.2% were female (Table 4.3). The only major, although not significant. differences
in respondents by category (Table 4.3) was that 10 or 66.~"'- of those woo voluntarily
withdrew were male, and S or 33.3% were female. A larger sampling may have shown
significant differences. A study completed by Cabot College in 1990 showed that 701'10 of
students who "dropped out", were male and 29.8% were female (Byrne, 1990).
Table 4.2
Gender pjstnputjcm o(Remqndents
Gend"
Male
Femal.
Table 4.3
Distribution of Gender by Category
Gender
38
30
55.9
44.1
Male
Female
28
25
73.7
83.3
10 26.3
16.7
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The age distnbution ofthc participants may be viewed in Table 4.4. According 10
these results, no one age group dominated the student older than average sample
population. Graduate respondents included 12 or 22.6% in both the 2$-29 age category
and the 4045 category. While there was no significant difference between graduates and
those who voluntarily withdrew, it was interesting to notc that a combined total of23
(12.7. and 4) or 43.3% (22.6.13.2 and 7.6) of those who graduated were 40 years old or
older. Conversely, among the voluntary, the combined results ohhc lower age group (25-
39) would show that the majority of those who withdrew from lhecoJlegc. 10(3,4, 3) or
67.7% (20, 26.7 and 20) were below 40 years old.
Table 4.4
Age Djstributign ofRespondentl
~ ~
Ag. % %
25-29 12 22.6 2.
30-34 13.2 26.7
35·)9 II 20.8 2.
..... 12 22.• •.7
4549 13.2 2.
0='0 7.• •..
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No significant difference emerged between the two groups as per the marital
status ofthe respondents. Thirteen or 24.5% ofgraduates were single, and 29 or 54.70/.
were married. Among the voluntary, 7 or 46.70/. of the respondents were single, and 6 or
40% were married. That distribution is iIIustJatcd in Table 4.5
Table 4.5
Marital Status pistribntion ofRespondent!i
-Marital Status %
Single!
NeverManied 13 24.S
Married 29 54.7
Common Law 7.6
Divorced/
Separated 13.2
%
46.7
40
6.7
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While there was no significant difference between those who graduated and those
who voluntarily withdrew in relationship to number ofdependents, it appeared that.
higher percentage ofthose with a dependent withdrew. From the data collected, it
appeared that a student would be more likely to withdraw ifhelsbe had dependents.
PotentiaJly. if there were a larger sample available following the trend indicated,
!R =.097), a significant difference may have been found between those with dependents
and those with no dependents as per the success variables. 1be distnbution of
respondents with dependents is illustrated in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6
Distribution ofRespondents and [)mendeRts
Dependents
More than 3
~ Voluntary
% ~.
23.3 71.4
17 56.7 28.6
13.3
6.7
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According 10 the results. place ofresidence did not have an impact on whether a
student withdrew or graduated. Thirty-five or 66% ofgraduates lived home and 10 or
66.7% of voluntary respondents lived at home. As well, the percentage ofgraduates who
lived away from home (34%) matched the percentage ofthose who voluntarily withdrew
(J3.3%). As can be seen in Table 4.7, place of residence did not have an impact on the
status ofthe student.
TabJe4.7
Place ofResjdence During College
Place ofResidence
Hometown
Away from Hometown
35
18
%
66
34
10
%
66.7
33.3
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Home oommunity size. in these results, did not show significant difference
between those who graduated and those: who voluntarily wilhdrew. The only statistic of
note was that most students in both categories were &om the two large urban areas that
constituted the stUdy (Sec Table 4.8).
Table 4.8
population of Home Community
-
Y2!.Yn!m
Home Community Size % %
Less than 500 13.2 7.1
SClO-2000 17 21.5
2001·5000 11.3 7.1
5001 - 10,000 7.5
10,001 - 20,000 9.4 7.1
More than 20,000 22 41.5 572
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The results of the data as per schooling completed, employment during school.
school average and grade point average while attending college can be found in Tables
4.9·4.13. No results were tabulaled for "mature student" status as the data were
inconclusive. Students were not always familiar with the tenn "'mature status"as may be
observed in the comparison ofquestions two and three data. A nwnberofstudcnts did
not answer that question. and others indicated Ihat they were unsure oflhe interpretation
ofthe tCntt. According to the college calendar (2000). students are admined under this
clause when they have not attained the high school courses deemed necessary to be
accepted into a particular program. An examination ofthe data showed that some
students who answered in the affinnative to mature student status also indicated lhat they
had completed high school, lhus invalidating lhe answers.
All students indicated that they had compleled high school prior to entering the
College. The highest percentage, 32.1% ofgraduales. indicated they had already received
a college cenificale or diploma. Those who voluntarily wilhdrew had achieved various
levels ofeducation prior to entering the College. There appeared to be no significant
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difference bctweeu lUghest grade completed and whether a student withdrew from the
program. Ofthose who voluntarily withdrew, one quarter had completed high school
through Adult Basic Education while the same number were college graduates. The
distribution of highest level ofeducation completed prior to entering the College (Table
4.9) also illustrated that a numberofgraduatcs, 10 or 18.901.. had some university, while S
or 9.40/. already had a university degree.
Table 4.9
Distribution ofHjghest Level ofEducarion
HigbegI eveJ
HighSchool
Adult Basic Ed.
Some College
College Graduate 17
Some University 10
University Graduate S
..
17
13.2
7.5
32.1
18.9
9.'
1.9
'.
20
26.7
26.7
6.6
20
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Consistent with the highest level ofeducation completed. there was no significant
difference noted in the relationship between the average high school mark and whether a
student graduated or withdrew. The majority of students from both groups, as shown in
Table 4.10, indicated an average mark range of65-79 with 22 or 47.8% of the graduates,
and 8 or 53.S% aCthe voluntal)' included in that group. This is consistent with the grade
requirement of60'-' to enter the College.
Table 4.10
Distribution of Average High Schoo! Mark
Graduate Vo!untuy
Avcr.tgeMark % %
Less than 50
51 -64 15.2 13.3
65-79 22 47.8 53.3
80 or higher 17 37 33.4
7.
The number ofyean, studeuts had been out oHannal education prior to registering
with the College was also considered when examining the student older than average.
The majority ofthose who graduated, 16 or 30.2',4 had been out of school for 1-5 years.
The same number, 100r 18.9'1. had been out ofschool from II-IS years as bad been out
more than 20. Among those who withdrew, equal numbers. 4 or 26.7% bad been out of
school for )·S years or 6-10 years. Within the samples there were no significant
differences betWeen those who graduated and those who academically terminaled as per
yeaR since Cannal education as is evident from the results shown in Table 4.11.
TabJe4.ll
Length ofTjme Since Last formal F4ucalions
~ Voluntary
V.... % %
Less than 1 3." 6.7
)·5 Years 16 30.2 26.7
6-10 Years 17 26.7
11·15 Years 10 18.9 6.6
16- 20Yeus tl.2 13.3
Morc than 20 10 18.9 20
7'
Together with the highest average high school mark, the grade point averqe
(GPA) while attending the College was examined. The grade point average at the
College is based on 4.0 (College of the North Atlantic. 2000). Forty- five graduates and
10 oflhe voluntary answered this question. The results (Table 4.12) showed. significant
difference (p<O.OS) between those who graduated and those who voluntary withdmv,
indicating a high correlation between high GPA and student success. The higher the GPA
the more likely the chances ofgraduating. This is consistent with previous research
(Murtaugh et aI•• 1999).
Table 4.12
Grade Point Average Wbi!c Attending ColJcse
Graduate
GradcPoint- %
Less than 1.9
2.0-2.9 8.9
3.0-3.9 I' 3'.'
4.0 2S 55.6
·p=.039
Voluntary
%
10
30
20
40
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Employment appeared to have little or no impact on whether. student graduated
orwilhdrcw from thcCollege. As can be seen in Table 4.13, the majorityofstudents in
both groups did not work while anending the College. Forty-1Iuec or 81.1% oftbe
graduates did not work and 13 or96.~" ofthc voluntary students were DOt employed.
Table 4.13
HoU!} Employed Per Week While Anending Classes
Graduate
Haws Employed '4
Not employed .3 81.1 13
Less than 10 9.'
11·20 3.S
21-30
31-40 S.7
More than 40
Voluntary
%
86.6
6.7
6.7
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The main reason graduates listed for entering the College was to improve
employability skills. This differed significantly (p<O.OS) from the voluntary group. Forty
or 75.5% ofgraduates listed improving employability skills as a major reason for entering
the program compared to 7 or 46.-W.ofthc voluntary. It would appear that the desire to
improve one's emplO)1l1CDt opportunities may be sufficient reason to continue and
graduate from the College. It is interesting to note that "job dissatisfaction, better
employment" was high for both those who graduated (23 or 43.4%), as well as those who
voluntarily withdrew (8 or 53.3%). The reasons why students choose to anend school
have been tabulated and the results nOled in Table 4.14. Graduates also listed a variety of
responses in the "other" category including:
"qualifications nol accepted in Canada".
"recommended by Manpower".
"regrened not going when I was accepted in 1981."
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Table 4.14
Reasons Why SrudeDts Entered the College Progmm - Yes Remonsq
Gnd",,, Voluntary
ResMS eM Fo'ninS Program % ..
Job Dissatisfaction! better employment 23 43.4 53.3
Job Lou I' 26.4 2.
Improve employability skills· 40 75.5 46.7
Need for employment
"
28.3 46.7
"""'S<""'" 23 43.4 33.3
Cbildrengrown 7.5
ChildrenoJder 5.7
Financial Problems •.. •.7
lnercasesclf.esteem 17 13.3
Become self-supportive
"
28.3 32.
Self-satisfaction in accomplishments 2. 37.7 2.
Meet social expectations 3.8 2.
Need [0 RoCltaminc marital/family role 5.7
Divorce 5.7 •.7
Single parenthood 3.8 •.7
Dissalisfaetion with present education 18 34 13.3
Il<>~_ 3.8 13.3
""'"
13.2 2.
·p-.033
When questioned on the reasons for clIoosing 10 enter the College, "potential job
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prospects" rated very high for both graduate and voluntary respondents at 56.6% for
graduates, and 6()O/. for those who voluntarily withdrew (Table 4.15). There was no
significant difference noted between the two groups. Responses recorded in the "Other"
calcgolY included:
"to further educate myself." - (graduate)
"related to my former job." • (graduate)
"was sent there."· (graduate)
"strongly recommended by my father".• (voluntary)
Table4.lS
Reasons for Choice o(Pmmm • Yes Responses
Reasons ror Choice ofProgram
Recommended by someone 13
Potential job prospects 30
Interest 34
Could not get program ofchoice
Length of Program
Didn't like university
Maintain sponsorship benefits
Graduate
%
24.5
56.6
65.4
5.7
3.8
1.9
7.5
9.4
Voluntary
"
26.7
60
53.3
13.3
6.7
6.7
13.3
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The data as per support of family, friends or col1ege personnel were rtC<Irded in
Table 4.16. The most important soWt:c of support was from immediate family with
spouses constituting 29 or 54.7% for graduates. and 6 or 4()1'Io from those who voluntarily
withdrew. A significant difference (p<O.OS) was found between graduates and voluntary
with respect to the support from instructors variable. Graduates (31 or 58.5%) were more
likely to agree that course instructors provided support. while among those who
voluntarily withdrew only 3 or 200;' cited that support. ''Other'' supports noted by
graduates included:
"girlfriend"
"everybody was very supportive."
8\
Table 4.16
Important Sources pCSupport
GnId_ Voluntary
Important Sources ofSuppon %(yos) %(yos)
Spouse 29 54.7 40
Chil_ \7 32.1 33.3
p.,.,., 22 41.5 60
Other Family Member \I 20.8 20
Friends 27 50.9 40
College Counsellor 10 18.9 26.7
CourseInstruc~ 31 58.5 20
Other Students 28 52.8 46.7
College Administrators 17 6.7
Others 11.3
.p"".OO8
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Students were asked which seJVices at the College they found helpful. It was
interesting that the only significant difference (p <0.05) was ragain with the course
instructors. Forty-three OT 81.1% of the graduates found course instructors helpful, and
only 8 or 53.3% ofthose who voluntarily withdrew found them helpful (Table 4.17).
While there was no significant difference between graduates and voluntaly as to
how they viewed counselling services, it appeared that those who withdrew were mon:
inclined to consider the counselling services as useful. Perhaps, if there were a larger
sample available, fonowing the trend indicated (p - .097). a significant difference may
have been found between those who graduated, and those who voluntarily withdrew as
per the student's views on counselling services. Graduate responses recorded in the
''OCher'' category included:
"other classmates."
"it seemed that nobody could answer any career questions. I kept being
put on to someone else."
"income received from peer tutoring."
Table 4.17
Helpful Services at the College - Yes Responses
Ornd.... Voluntary
HelpfUl Services at the College %(ya) %(ya)
CounseUing Services 13 24.S 46.7
Career Employment Services S.7 6.7
PecrTutoring IS 28.3 40
Course Instructors- 43 81.1 53.3
Program Co-ordinators II 20.8 13.3
LibrmyServices 23 43.4 33.3
Orientation Seminars 3.8 6.7
Student Services PersoMel 13 24.S 26.7
Other 11.3
·p ...028
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The data on the responses from students as per the people who positively
influenced their decision to anend the College: have been displayed in Table 4.18. Family
and friends were the most common responses from both groups.. and spouse and/or parent
had the greatest influence. Graduate students who responded under "other'" contnbuted
such comments as:
"my own will,"
"University Professor,"
'1IRDC Counsellor· non-traditional role for woman",
.. no one informed me. the decision was mine".
Table 4.18
People who Positively Influenced Decision to ARend. Yes Responses
Graduate Voluntary
Positive Influences %(ycs) V.(y<»
Spo"" 2' 472
,.
Children IS 28.3 2.
""""
23 43.4 46.7
Other Family Member 11 20.8 26.7
Friends 2' 45.3 33.3
Collegt Counsellor 3.8
Role Model \.,
""'"
11 20.8
.s
The barriers and/or supports for students older than average as per academic
integration. perceived support of college personnel, social integration, financial concerns
and self-esteem were surveyed. in part. through a series ofilems that asked the individual
to respond on a five-point Liken scale. The response, as recorded in Tables 4.19- 4.22.
arc grouped into the following categories: institutional, personal, academic integration.
and social integration.
Most participants in this section of the survey, 46 or 86.8% of the graduates and
14 or 93.3"0 of those who voluntarily withdrew, believed the quality ofprograms was
high at the College. As well. they believed the instructors were helpful and supportive.
This varied from the results ofTable 4.16 and Table 4.17. Results noted in those tables
showed a difference between gr.tduatcs and voluntary with respect to support from
instructors at p =.008 and p - .028 respectively. One must consider, however, in. Likert-
scale response question, there is a possibility of responding in a non-committal manner.
An examination of the section "The instructors valued my experiences," showed
significant difference slightly above p<.OS. Perhaps. iftbere were a larger sample
available, following the trend indicated, (P = .(64), a significant difference may have
been found between those who graduated and those who chose to leave prior to
graduation.
A significant difference (p< O.OS) was found in "The instrUctors used a variety of
teaching techniques". Those who graduated, 30 or S7.70/.. strongly agreed that a variety
of teaching ttthniques were used, while only 3 or 20% ofthose who withdrew strongly
agreed that instructors used a variety of leaching techniques.
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Table 4.19
Perceived Institutional FactOIl
Graduate Voluntary
Q"""oo,,Ur"_ % %
The overall quality of the program was hiah
StronglyDisaan:e 2 3.8 6.7
Disagree S •..
A.....
"
.72 II 73.3
Strongly Agree 21 39.6 3
'"The: instructors were helpful and supportive
SlnmgJyDisagRe 2 3.8
'"Disagree • 7.7 13.3A_ 27 51.9 40
StronalYAgree I. 36.S 26.7
The instruetOB valued my experiences
StronaJyDisagrec 2 • 23.1Disagree 6 12 23.1
~ 3• .. 23.1
StronglyAgrc:e II 22 30.8
The counselling staffwere helpful and supportive,
Strongly Disagree 3 8.1
Disagree • 10.8 16.7AgRC 16 43.2 58.3
StronglyAgrec
"
37.8
"The instructors respected me 15 an older student.
StronslyDisagree I 2.3 7.1
Disagree 6 13.6 28.6
AgRC 23 52.3 '219
Strong.!yAgree 14 31.8 21.4
The college has supportive services for students.
Strone!Y Disagree 2 4.8 14.3
Disagree S 11.9 35.7
AgRC 26 61.9 35.7
Strongly Agree • 21.4 14.31be instructors used a variety Ofle8ching techniques-
Strongly Disagree 3 5.8 13.3
Disagree 6 11.5 40
A_ 3. 57.7 2.
Strongly Agree 13 25 26.7
·p-.023
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No significant difference emerged on the academic factor variable between those
who graduated and those who voluntarily withdrew. The majority of students in both
categories agreed or strongly agreed that they were prepared for class. completed
assigmnents on time, and studied at least two boW'S each night. They aJao agreed or
strongly agreed that they were good students. It appeared that those who voluntarily
withdrew were less sure of their ability to compete with other students and those who
graduated appeared more confident in this area. More graduates expressed frustration
with lack ofcomputer skills than those woo withdrew. Results are further explained in
Table 4.20.
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TabJe4.20
Perceived Academic Facton
Gn<Na.. Voluntary
Questionnaire Items r % r
"
I was .I....ys prepaml for cluscs
S1rOnJIyDisagree
Disapu , •.. 13.3
"-
17 32.1 53.3
StrOflIlyAgree 'I 58.5 33.3I wonied aboul my ability to compete with other students.
Strongly Disagree 13 '6 13.3
""'-
18 36 20A_ I' 28 40Strongly Agree , 10 26.7
I compleled assisnmmts on time.
StronglyDi5llgree 6.7
Disacn:c , '.8 6.7A_ I' 23.1 33.3Strongly Agree 38 73.1 53.3
I studied atkast two hours eac:h night.
Strongly Disagree • 7.5Disaane 7 132 6.7A_ 18 34 40
StrongJyAaree ,. 45.3 53.3
I always was • good student
Strongly Disagree , ,.. 6.7
Disagree , ,..A_ 27 52.9 53.3
Stron&IYAgRC I' 37.3 40
I was fiustaled with my lack of computer knowledge
Strongly Disagree 12 24.5 26.7
Disaa:r= 17 34.7 26.7A_ 10 2004 13.3
Strongly Agree 10 20.4 33.3
I was not prepared for the amount of work expected ofme.
StronglyDisagrec 12 ,. '0
Disapu: I' '0 '0
"-
16 32 33.3
StronglyAp 7 I' 26.7
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The only significant diffcmJCC (p<O.05) on personal factors was the
inabiJityto balance home responsibilities and studies. At. indicated in Table 4.21. only
5.9"1. ofgraduates perceived this as a problem. while 33.3% oflhose who withdrew
indicated "strongly agree" on their ability 10 balance home responsibilities aDd studies.
Neither group appeared to have major problems with day care, transportation, or any
major medical problems, however, both groups rated financial problems among the high
personal factors. When asked ifthey were certain they would obtain a college diploma or
certificate, 1401'93.30/. of the voluntary agreed or strongly agreed that they would. While
their expeclations were high. it appears that was not sufficient to continue in the program.
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Table 4.21
PerssiVed Personal Fadm
""""""
Voluntary
Questionnaire Items r % r %
lmisscd classesbec:auseo(1KkQfday~.
Stron&lyDisasn:c 18
"
66.7
........ 3 12.5 ll.l
A.... I 4.2 222
Stron&fyApee 2 8.3
Transportation each day was. problem for me.
Stron&JyDisagree 2. 57.8 53.8
Disapc 13 28.9 30.8
A.... 3 ..7 15.4
StronglyAiJ'CC 3 •.7
Ihad medical problems which interfered with studies.
StronglyDisagru 21 58.3 SO
Disagree 12 33.3 2S
A.... I 2.8
SuonaIY"- 2 S.• 2S
1had great diffICUlty with financial problems.
StronelyDisatpft II 22.4 7.7
Disagree 18 36.7 38.S
A.... I. 32.? 38.S
Stron&lyAgrce 4 82 15.4
I was certain thaI I would obtain. collCIC dipJomaIcertifiClile
Strongly Disagree I I.,
Disaaree 4 7.S •.7
A.... 12 22.6 53.3
Strongly Agree 3. 67.9 40
Iconsider myself I confidenl person.
SrronglyDisape
Disaaree • 17 7.1A.... 29 54.7 64.3
Strongly Agree IS 28.3 28.6
Icould not balance home responsibilities IIId studies.
StnlnglyDisagree 24 47.1 26.7
Disagree 19 37.3 33.3
A.... S 9.8 •.7
StronWAsrec:- 3 S.' 33.3
·p=.036
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Social integration was the final factor examined in this section (Table 4.22). Both
graduate and voluntary found college stressful yet both felt that they fitted in well. M
previously indicated in Table 4.13,job interference was not a problem since few students
at the college were employed.
Table 4.22
Sociallntem.rion
Graduate Voluntary
QoestiOlU\llirelleml f % f %
I made a numberofnew friends It the college.-
StronglyDisapee I 2
Disagree 2 3._
A.... I- 37.3 \I 78.6
StronglyAgrce 2_ 56.9 3 21.4
I never felt like I "'fitted in" at the collcge
StronllyDisagrec 24 4_ 40
Disagree 16 32.7 33.3
A.... 6 12.2 20
Strongly Agree 3 6.1 6.7
I round college very S1Jessful.
StrongJyDisagree 7 13.7 13j
Disagree 2. 39.2 2.
A.... 16 31.4 33.3
StronalyAgree 8 15.7 33.3
My job interfered with my studying and anendilll classes.
Strongly Disagree 12 52.2 55.6
Disagree 8 34.8 22.2
A.... 3 13
Strongly Agree 22.2
·p-.OS3
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The preceding data analysis provided information from the first three sections of
the questionnaire including background and demographic characteristics. academic and
employment history and reasons why students entered the College. These sections also
contained data analyses on factors relating to college experiences including social and
academic integration, academic readiness and general satisfaction with the College and
services provided.
Overall significant differences wen: not evident between graduates and voluntary
as per background/demographic characteristics. gender. age, martial status, home
community size or place ofresidence. Differences between graduates and voluntary were
borderline in comparing students with dependents and those withouL This is further
examined in the qualitative analysis conducted in Phase n.
An examination afthe academics indicated a high correlation between high grade
point average (GPA) and student success. The higher the GPA, the more likely the
student graduated. No other significant difference was found in the academic history of
thestudcnts.
While the study indicated that the main reason students entered college was due to
job satisfactionlbe«cr cmploymerll, significantly more graduates (75%) than voluntary
(46.1i'1o) listed improving employability skills as a major reason for entering the College.
When exploring academic integration, social integration, academic preparedness.
support of significant individuals and satisfaction with college experiences, graduates
were more likely to agree that course instructors provided support. This was evident in
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both the satisfaction students experienced with the College and with the perceived
assistance from significant others including college personnel. AU students believed they
were academically preparm for the program. However, those who voluntarily withdrew
strongly agreed in their inability to balance borne responsibilities and studies. Tbcse
specific factors were further examined in the interviews.
Following is an examination of the open-ended questions found in the final section
aCthe questioMaire. These questions were asked to pennit the students an opportunity to
funhercxplain some of the data already included in the previous section. As with the first
three sections, the I'CSearch questions have been re-rc:corded for ease ofreference.
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--Research questions four and seven wen answered in the final section of the
questionnaire that consisted ofopen-ended questions. Results oflhese were tabulated and
were grouped into categories as determined by the answen. Each question was considered
separately and where possible some attempt has been made to compare and contrast
graduates with those who self-terminated.
Resr...c:' Ogestfop <4
Are there dlfTern.ees amODg students older lb•• average as per rUSODI for:
(a) gnd.'tiDI, (b) vol.III_1i1y wltbdrawi_•• (c) academlrally termi••dDg!
QuestWlI 47· "Uyoa cud.sted, wh. do you feel is the mala r'tasoa for your
success?"
AIlS3 graduates answered this question and provided 100 responses. As can be
seen from Table 4.23. 28 graduates attnbuted hard work as the: reason for success and 26
listed detenninationl preservation. Support ofstaff and assistance from classmates in this
study rated at 24% when combined. Twelve percent listed support of family and friends
as the reason for their success. II is evident from the responses below that many facton
contributed to success.
"detennination, hard work, suppan aCtwo afmy fellow students. self-
discipline. wonderful support and encouragement ofcollege staff"
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"maturity - I knew this would probably be my last chance at an education.
I also knew better than the younger students what I wanted to be whcD I
'grew"!"."
"determination. being mature. It was something thai J really wanted to
do."
.. a lot of work at home and the help ofa good friend I met, study group."
"wanted it badly enough to complete, have never quit anything in my life."
"plenty ofhelp from fellow classmates and instructors."
"commitment and Iwd work."
Table 4.23
Graduate· Reason' for SIKiCeg
Reason for Success ~
Hard WorklStudy Skills 28
DetenninationlperseveratiOD 26
Support ofFamilylpartner/friends 12
Support ofStaff 12
Support ofFelJow Classmates 12
Commitment
Maturity
28
2.
12
12
12
Qaestioa... "II yOI YohtDtarDy wit'dnw, wbt WIS tile milD rfaa for lelvl••
tilt collect prior to .nd••do.1"
Ofthe 68 who responded to the questiormaire, 15 students Yolurrtarily withdrew.
They listed 18 reasons why they withdrew prior to graduation. Since the nwnber of
respondents who Yohlntarity withdrew was low. the answers from those respondents will
be more difficult 10 quantify. The responses (Table ".24) showed there was no one
reason for leaving the College. Personal problems rated the highesl and lCCOunled. for 1/3
of the reasons wby students withdrew. Academic reasons (22.2%) were the second most
quoted reason for leaving lhe program and financial and lnslilUtional reasons each
accounted for 16.6%. The variety of responses included:
''my father passed away."
"my back injury, couldn't sit or sland for long periods."
"J was unable to justify leaving my child at home while I went to schoo!."
"family reasons."
"found physics difficult.. wrong cow'se for me."
"work load 100 heavy, very hard to keep up. lost interest. in the progrun."
"I was wilhoul doubt the mosl incompetent welder 10 have ever wielded a
torch."
"funding was rejected."
"conflict with inslJ'UCtor."
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Table 4.24
Voluntary - Reasons for Witbdrnwing
Reason for Vohmtarily Withdrawing
Financial
><nona!
Employment
Academic
InstitutionaJ
Pcrttntage
16.7
33.4
ILl
22.2
16.6
RCHln:' Qugtioa 7
Are there diffcrtDCU amoDe ItudealS older Ibn .venle wbo Vlda.te.
vol.utarily wltbdnw or academically lermi.ate as per their rccommcodadoDS: (a)
10 future studcuu older th•• average; (b) (0 tbe iastitud•• prior to st.deats
eDleriac; nd (t) to tbe cGOrge duri., tbe studeat9s proenm?
QuestioD 50: "Now tbat you look back, wbat if 'DythiDI woald you do dlrrereatly?"
Results ofthe 15 who voluntarily withdrew were tabulated in Table 4.25. From
the 18 responses provided, four (22.2%) gave no reason for withdrawing from the
program. Three (16.6%) would have done more research into the programs and into
related careers. Comments from some of the respondents included:
"1 would have resean:hed the course: in full and made sure ofwhat career
would be right for me."
.8
"start fresh. go 10 a counsellor and get some kind ofassessment to see
what was really for me,"
Almost one quarter (22.2%) would have looked for assistance. two respondenls
commented that a support group might have been valuable to them. 1be same percentage
would have eithc:r.
"gone to a different school,"
"would have gone to another course for work thai I wouk! be able to do
due to back injury".
Only 2 or 11.1% quoted funding problems as a reason for leaving the program prior to
graduating, and one would have stayed and completed the program.
Table4.2S
Voluntary· What Would You Do DifTqmtly
What Would Vou Do Differently
No Answer
Do More: Research
Look for Supportlhelp
Would Not Have Enrolled in Program
Would Have Secured Funding
Would Have Completed
%
22.2
16.7
22.2
22.2
ILl
5.6
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The results of question SO as answered by the students who graduated have been
illustrated in Table 4.26. Seventeen people (30.4%) fq)Orted that they would have done
exactlywbat they did, and most were very satisfied with the n:sults. Anolher 17.9%
reported that they would have not waited until they were older, but would have gone
straight from high s<:hool. although as one stated, '1 also feel my suec:ess may not have
been so great bad I not been at this age and consequently more mature and ready." Six of
the respondents (lO.S'Ie) wished they had studied barder. had acquired better study skills
or been more organized. Another 10.8% would have conducted more research on the
course more or were nol satisfied with the course they had completed. As one noted, "I
feel that I took a cotn'SC that I have no interest in - not knowing anything about computers,
I got into a course that I will never use," Only two (3.8%) of respondents felt that they
should have had better computer knowledge.
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Table 4.26
GpdU3tel _Wb. Woukl You Po PiffmqtJy
What Would You Do Differently
No Answer
NothinglSune'Ibins
Gone EarlierJRi&bt from School
Studied HIrder/Betta" Study SkiUl
Betta- Knowledge ofeow.:t
Not Satisfied with Coune Takal
Completed Related ProgramI
Anended UDivenityJOmer College
Bener Computer Knowledge
llo!!Y.Ila
%
12.5
17 30.4
10 17.9
10.8
10.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
Results oflhis question have beat illustrated in Table 427. II was obvious &om
the response that the majority oho)untary (53%) would consider returning to the college
at some point in the future. and one had already returned. Twenty percent would not
consider returning to the College and appeared to have a negative experience as evident
from this comment, '"never, my experience has left me binc:r toward CONA.".
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Even thougb they bad withdrawn from their program. many remained Vf'rY positive .. is
evideut from tbese COIIIlDaU.
)'es. the Collese otTers programs and scmces which sciD iDterest me...
'"yes would love to, but financial problems with ShIdart Iom."
While 25 graduatel indi<:a1c::d thai they would not retum irl die near~ there
was only one negative comment as to reasons why a student would not tel\Im. Some
graduates planned to continue their education by pursuing a degree connected with their
diploma program. Students who answered "no" indicated other valid reasons as 10 why
they would nOi return at this time includins:
"would like to get man: experience in the field."
''because I am wortOng full time."
'1 would love 10 return and am considering it when the oppomurily an..."
Table 4.27
Consider Rmgnjn' to lbe CQUm
Gradualc Yll!JmlI!lr
Consider Returning
" "
No Answer 1.8 20
V" 23 43 53.4
No 25 47 20
Have already returned 7.5 6.6
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QH:stiH 52: "Mat acI¥kt w.ald yM cfvt to HW m __ts oIckr .... avenp'"
art iatauted Ie taln'UiC tile CoItp!'"
Data as per advice: to students older than avmge intCl'CSUld in attcndiDg the
College have been illustrated in Tabfc4.28. Those who vohmtmily withdrew said that
students need to be prepared in advance ofentering college. They commented 00 the
stress involved, the hard work necessary for sucteSS, and the need to researcb programs
and colleges before makins decisions.
As can be seen from Table 4.28. answers to question 52 provoked a wide range of
responscs from those who graduated. The majority of respondents suggested that hard
work and good study skills wert essential for success. A second biBb response told
students to "Go for it!" The wide range of responses also showed in their discussion of
instructon. Many graduates made highly positive c:ommerIlS such as:
"I also recommend eDNA. Il's an excellent course with outst.anding
penonnd."
"'it is the best. The instructOlS~ the greatC5t and if you show you are
really trying they go the extra mile 10 help you...
"get to know your instructOR. They are much more open to older students
since we are sometimes the same age and have more in common."
"despite the disadvantage ofgoing back as a mature student· you can
succeed."
There were. however, a few negative comments from graduates such as the
following comment. "'be prepared for linlc or no help from instructors" It was apparent
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thai while most graduates had • positive aperimee. some believed thai they succcc:dlld,
in their opinioo, in spite oftbc coUqe.
Table 428
Adviq k! New Studen&s
Advice to New Student
NoAmwe<
DoI1lGoForl1
Reseucla Program
Be prepared for hard wort
Commitment 10 program
Instructon are valuable
You will get no help
Be sure 10 have: farmly support
Dorefrcshcrcouncs
Use services
Gnduate
%
11.3
10 18.8
7.S
I' 26.S
7.5
9.S
S.7
7.S
S.7
Vollmtary
%
13.4
26.6
26.6
13.4
6.6
13.4
QucstloD 53: "Is tbere ally1blDC tile College could bne: dODe prior to CDtry lDlo lbe
College to be mort supportive?"
Graduates appeared to have more advice for students older than average than
those who voluntarily withdrew(Tab1e 4.29). Thirty graduatCi or 56.5',4 and 12
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voluntary or 80% gavc DO answer or said lhefe was DOlhina the Colqe coukt have doae
prior to entry. Comments from those who volum.ily withdrew wac:
"'tbcy did everything th8t instJucton could do."
., wish that they had taken me aside halfway through the semester and
advised me that help was available."
"CDNA instructonladministrators not at all supportjve, Deed to learn how
lobcsupportive."
Graduates did offer a variety ofsuggestions as to support the College could have
provided prior to entry, including comments lhat were more applicable 10 support after
entry such as:
'io inform faculty advisors ofeverything that the swdent needs to know.
Make sure the student caD get aD answer whal • ql.tCStion is asked."
"the support is needed more after culry into the College. Make regi.stratiOll
day. linle less stressful. Long lineups with younger students were very
stressful for the more manare student."
Better coune information seemed to be an issue with some of the graduates u can
be detennined from those corrunenlJ:
"I found it was very difficult picking a course 10 do. The course
description with a list of subjects and course numbers didn't clarify much
forme."
"maybe bctteroutlines of the courses, bettcrexplanation of the courses to.
person with DO computer experience."
lOS
Orientation for mature studc:nU was a concern for 13.2% while refrcsbcr couna
was asuggestion from ochcn.
'"yes. • formal welcome aDd. more thorough course outliae includiq
expectations ofdie woddoad entailed in the prognm. Perhaps in the form
ora short semm.r."
"offer aD introductory course in math and computers."
Table 4-29
Supportive Prior to Engy
Graduate
Supportive Prior to Entry %
No Answer \I 20.7
NolIUng I' 35.8
Not Sure '.6
Bettcr course infonnation 7.'
Counselling '.6
Orientation/consideration
for mature SlUdents 13.2
Refresher Courses '.6
Other '.6
Voluntary
%
33.4
46.6
20
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QtIatiOII~: .... dttrt uytlllaa~"tile CoDete CHid hw doM d_ra.c ywr
Proan- ce IM:.-n: nppertlft!'"
ComistCDt with SUggcstiOllS for the CoUege to do prior 10 CDtry. 29 graduata: or
54.6 % provided DO answer to this question or answered in the neptive. Elevmoftbe
voluntary or 73.4% answered -no" or provided DO answer. Allhougb the numben W(ft
small for bolll &TOups, voluntary and graduates commenled OR instructional qualificatioftl.
However, 6 or 11.4% graduates believed there could havebeal more supportive
instructorsladministralon. The findings have been recorded in Table 4-30.
T.ble4-30
College SuPPort QurinR Program
Gr.oduate
Support during program %
Noanswcr 12 22.6
No 17 32.1
Morequalifiedin.stnlclan 3.7
Satisfied with support system 13.2
hnproved COW'SCS for mature students '.7
Supportive instructors ladministrators 11.4
Improved communication 7.6
Otha- 3.7
Voluntmy
%
33.4
40
13.3
13.3
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fJ-atJo. 55: ..PIeut aK tile spKe bdow to write uy tl1n~b"'ki1 ,..
feel wll be IIKr•• t. eM CoIIqe ill assktilla ClOre ItHatl older til•
......."
Tbittyofthe graduate rupoodents did ootanswer this questicn However. those
who responded provided considerable comments lbat may be useflll to the CoUeee wbeD
considering the studallS oldc:r than .venge. Most scemccl to have had • positive
experience and offered practical and encouraging advice 10 the College and to students
older than averagt. One dominant theme ofencouragement and positive reinforcement
seemed to suggest that the student older than average would have a positive experience.
Comments n:inforcma this theme included:
"don't be put off'&om attending because )'OU're afraid of fining in.
Younger students tend to look up to the older studalt because we gc:ncrally
work hardc::r and they always feel we have all the right answers."
"cojoythe experience and don't be iDtimidaled."
"~t10 stick with the program even thoup lhc:rc are outside:
commitments."
'"be yourself. Treat others as you wish to be lleaaed and all will be well."
"as an older student you realize you're there to work."
"College is very hard at times., but stay with it and never give up."
"I feel College has a more ''hands-on'' approach and the program changes
when technology changes. For example, my first year we did Autocad
R12. bymy third year. they were teachins Autocad R14."
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Another major theme lbal cmc:rgc:d centered aOUDd individual problems.
Comments rcOcctin& these ex.peric::ncel iDcludcd.:
., fcell was vaystresse:d out in the: final weeks ofmycoursc: because of
my tcchnical thesis parmer. This penon was vay rude aDd not really.
partner. The mgbligbt offour yeusofhard wort wasruiDed."
"'family conunjtmetlts and financial pressure create tremendous pressure
for mature students. Sensitivity and flexibility whenever possible would
be an invaluable support throughout the program."
". feel that older students may often need some onc-oo-onc help during
computer studies espec:iallydwing the tint year. lfithadn" been forthe
help of fellow students after classes, I fear I would nol have made it.
Instructors tanDOI help everyone in the time slots alloctcd...
"older students require .Iooges adjustment period when retuminSl0
school. Have mof'e approachable instructon.. Be more understanding
wbett older studcnls have ~Iems at home."
"policy and practice Deeds &0 shift from pedogologjeallo androgologjcal
philosophy. More need now than ever since 50 many college students are
adults (30+). not recent high school graduates."
Although some aCthe laler comments concerned difficulties encountered in
college programs, no responses from the student older than average discouraged others
from entering the College.
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The responses from those who vohmtarily withdrc'N ranpd fivm total
dissatisfaction with the collcse to offering suggestions for the CoIkge in dealiDs with
students older than average. as taD be sca:I fiomjUlt two ofthc n:spooses:
.. I W2$ not lotallysatis6cd with tbcprogram. Some ofthc courses I fdt
were wmccasary. Some of the insbucton lacked knowlcdgeoftbc
COllJle$ they were instructing and sbouldn't be leaching. Most instruc10n
were knowledgeable aod helpful"
"the best thing thai the College could do for older students is to offer up-
grading courses. Older students have been away from studying so long it's
hard to get back 10 it. Knowing how and what to study is very importanL..
S!!JIuIIla
Some differences emerged on the data between those who graduated and those
who voluntarily withdrew. Graduates attnbutcd hard work., determination and maturity to
their success wlUlc voluntary rated personal problems as the major reasons why lbcy
wilhdrcw.
When asked what they would do differently, 17 or 32% ofgnJduates would have
done exactly what they did. This was considerably different from voluntary students.
Over one quarter of these would have looked for support, the same numbcrwQuJd have
not enrolled in the program and 20"A. ofthem would have researched the programs mo~
thoroughly.
Most srudents would consider returning to the College. and only three oftbc total
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respondents reported having a negative experience:. It was also evident from the advice to
students older than average that most expericnc:cs wen: positive.
Students generally believed that the College was supportive prior to their entry
and 35.8% graduates and 46.6% voluntary indicated thete was nothing the College could
h.'Ye done prior to entrance. They believed, generally, there was nothing the College
could have done during their program to be more supportive. The only area that seemed
to indicate a need for improvement was in the instnx:tional area where a problem with
both the qualifications and support was highlighted by both voluntary and graduale
students.
Since only 68 participants responded 10 the questionnaire, it was recommended
that the researcherconduet a second data gathering phase. Twelve ofthe initial 68
respondents participated in semi-structured interviews. Data from Phase Dof the study
have been described in the next section.
~
Phase n of the study, consisting of interview questions (see Appendix C) is
described in this section. Included with the main questionnaire, mailed to 350
respondents, was a lener explaining the research as well as a consent Conn to be signed by
those willing to participate in a (ollow-up interview should one be necessary. AI the erx1
of the questionnaire. there was space provided for name. address. and telephone number
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ofthose woo signed c:onsent forms. This information provided the interview framework.
After the tabulation ofthe quantitative data, illterViewl wm: conducted usiD&
infonnariOIl from the tweIll)'-tWO respondarts who agreed 10 be inlcniewed. It was
decided tball2 panicipmts, l'IOdomly selected, woWd constitute. (ollow-up sunpk: of
the respondents. After the interviews were conducted. undcrtying themeI from these
interviews were then examined using content analysis (Baa. 2001).
The interview questions ioc:luded the demographics tbM were obtained from the
initial questionnaires with the participants' permission. Participants were asked to
comment on the support or lack ofsupport received from the College. Students were then
asked to explain the facton that influenced lheir stay at the collcse under the following
categories: institutional, personal, home. Students were asked 10 descnbe major
adjustments necessary for them at the College, as well as how they perceived the
College's support.
~
The sample consisted of7 males or 58.3% and.5 females or41.7%,c:onsislent with
the main questionnaire sampleofS5.9% males and 44.1% femaJe IS outlined in Table
4.1. Nine or 75% oflhosc who were interviewed graduated. while 3 or 25% voluntuily
withdrew again consistent with the main population. Five or 5.5..5% ofthosc who
graduated were male and 4 or 44.50/. were female. In the distribution ofthose who
voluntarily withdrew, 2 or 66.6% were male and I or 33.4% was female.
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r.,1e4.31
Distribution pC Intqyj£w Pgpulariqn by Category
Voluntary
Male
Fornale
%
S8J
41.1
%
".5
....5
%
66.6
33.4
The data as per age ofthe interview respondents, presented in Table 4.32. showed
no one age category as dominant. In the 25·29 category, 3 males and I female graduated.
The foW'respondents in the age 40-44 group were evenly distribuled between male and
female. and all four graduated. Those who voluntarily withdrew were fairly evenly
distributed over three age catepies.
TaMe 4.32
Pistnl!Urion oflntqyjew Popul!t:jon by Age
M'" F~1e
" "
25-29 37.5 I 20
30-34 20
35·39 15 20
,..... 15 40
"S~9
OV"SO 12.5 -
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The majorityofrespoodCDl:l7 or 583% were married. A£ shown in Table 433,
data as per marital status showed no significant diffc:rc:nce bctweea those who gn;duatcd
or vohmtarily withdrew. Two oftbc 7 males or 28.6% were sio&Jctneva' manicd" 3 01"
42.8% were married. lntbe femakdata, 4 ofthe 5 femalcsorSO% wcremarried. Tlble
4.33 also illustrated the distribution IS per marital slatUso(tboIe who grwJuatcd and
those who voluntarily withdrew. AU who voluntarily withdrew wen: married and" or
44.4% of the graduates were married.
Table".33
Pistribution ofIntervicw POWllliop by Marital Status
M.k Fomal< Gnd..... Voluntary
% % % %
Sin&1cf 28.6
-
22.2
-
_M.maI
Muri<d '2.8 • 80 .... 3 100
c.mmooUw 143 I ,. 22.2
-Di_
143
-
IU
-
-""
The demographics as per dependents have been illustrated in Table 4.34. 'Jbree
males and 3 females or 66.6% oflhe graduate respondents had dependents, and 2 or 66%
of the voluntary participants had dependents. Four of the respondents had no dependents.
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TIbJe4.34
Qimibutioo oflntqvjew PmulatjC!J With DependgJII
Voluntary
%
No..
Male
F<maI.
33.4
33.3
33.3
33.4
33.3
33.3
blm1<!!1!!II
All participants were asked 6 questions (see Appendix C). Most oCtile questiOM
were gcnc:raJ in natUre and coukl be asked to both graduates aDd voluntary. Howeva'".
since a number" oftbose who voluntarily withdrew listed COW"Se insttucton as one oftbe
negative experiences, Question 2 was worded slightly differently for the two groups.
Graduates were asked to explain the support they received. while voluntary were asked to
discuss the perceived lack oCsupport. Answers from each qucstioa were examined for
similar themes and the responses discussed.
lbe fusl question asked during the interview was "Did you enter under the Mature
Student Polic),?" Jt was decided 10 include this question due 10 the lack of clarity on the
questionnaire. All 12 interviewees answered no. They all had the required academic
acceptance level.
lIS
Question 2 for graduate students read: "A Damber ofstudeatl Usted support of
lD.tracton aad starr as ODe oftbe mi. rUIODI for cradaatiq. EIpblli ru~er tH
lu~lp aDd support you rutivrd from tile Collqe."1be same question for voluntary was
worded as: "A ..mber of stdeatlllsled lack of support as ODe of.be ruse•• for
withdrawllll- EJ:plailll (.rtller aay support/lad or lack of support providtd by tilt
College."
All but one of the graduates responded vel)' positively to the support received.
However, even the participant who responded negatively spoke oethe importance of help
at '"the front end", As can be seen from some of the comments, this assistaDcC was
evident in a variety ofprograms. A number ofrespondcnts provided specific examples of
the kind aChel, received and the importance of initial contact such as:
"they gave lots ofencouragement in the class and in the garage and were
very attentive to our needs. Ifyou showed any interest at all they
supported you and gave you extra help."
"although I had two degrees. they were in English and humanities. First
example that comes to mind is a particular much younger instnJetor whom
I had to ask how to use a scientific calculator. My math skills were 24
years old. He was ten years younger than me and was extremely helpfuI."
This kind ofhelp was absolutely critical at the beginning of the program."
"I did get a lot ofhelp. Only for the help from them I would not have
succeeded."
" I found all the teachers really encouraging. First, you would say. 'I am
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DeVer soins: 10 get through'. 1'beywould say 'doll', be 10 bard om
yourself. Your are)'Ourworsc enemy. Doo.'t set goab toohigb for
)'Ourself". HI did no( have dIM eocouracemcDt, I doa'tkmw ifl would
have continued.. I also used the resource c:eotre aU tbe time...
Responses from those who withdrew varied. All students who withdrew used this
oppommity 10 explaill why they withdrew. One respondent withdrew because ofl8ck of
funding. Another wiChdrew at the end of the first year because of an cmploymenl
opportunity. The third explained that the reason (or withdrawing had nothing to do with
the College. Overall the perceived lack ofsupport was evident in one third of the
voluntary. Soone oCtile commcnl.S included:
"(or me it was the household, being able to be. mom and. wife or.
student I bad to decide what is my priority."
"there is no support in place for older studePts or no evidence ofit...
Students were next asked: ".der"'e followiac catqoria, datribf:" radon
.11•• impaded oa yoa daria. )'eMlr sby al tile Collqt:: 1Ii.me.ldtool, pcno..L·
Responses to the It..e category showed clearly divided lines between genders
and between the mamed respondents and the single. Wl\ilc there was no apparall
differences between those who puated and those who vohmtarily withdrew. a major
theme emerged between married and single students and between male and female
respondents. Married students appeared to have more home problems, and female
students showed the most difficulty balancing home and school. The single students
responded with:
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"g<ealsupportUK!~'
"positive support ofparents...
"'really DoWna. I bad no children so there were DO problems."
For the married males responses were fairly positive. While some were more
positive than others, they did indicate some problems. Those married with dependents
mentioned home factors such u:
Mit was very positive influence. I did have two small kids and my wife
worked. Because of that I received more help. They were very supportive
ifI had to leave or came in late." (Graduate)
.. was fully supponed by my spouse." (Voluntary)
"stilt having 10 come home with all the responsibilities was very hant.
5tufflikc your car breaking down and having to go to your children's
school all took time." (Graduate)
Home factors elicited the greater number volume of responses from the married
women. During the interviews, married women expounded on all the problems
associated with the mulliple role ofwife, mother and student. Comments indicating the
difficulties associated with trying to juggle all the responsibilities were eloquently
expressed by these women:
"where to begin? For the year previously, I had been the at-home parent.
When I returned to school, the whole responsibility shifted Conn me to my
husband. My studies now took anywhere from 6().70 hours every week.
The kids bad to Jearn to help more and become more responsible. When a
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mother goes back 10 school. the whole family goes back to school."
(Gndu...)
"Hellne! Ob my God! Three children. At first it was a nightmm:. Afta'
lhree weeks. I had to get a system in place. The kids had to come first,
then I would do my work late nights and OD weekends. My spouse was
very supportive. My children had to know right up front tJw things were
going 10 be different" (Graduate)
"my son lold my husband, my mommy doesn'llove me anymore. My
husband was very supportive but there were still major adjustments to be
made. In the end it was just too much. J would go bac:k tomorrow ifl
knew I could still be a mom and be successful," (Voluntary)
While many students commented on the home factor and the problems associated
with home and school, not all were negative. A number of the women seemed to take
something positive for their children from their attendance in college as can be seen from
these comments:
"my kids thought it was neat that I was going 10 school. When I got into
the program, they learned it was important to me." (Graduate)
"once Ileamed bow to study, it made things easier for me. Now I am
passing on the same things to my children. IfI got nothing else out oflhi'
course, I feel I can help my kids more." (Graduate)
Married women also appeared to have an appreciation ofthe difficulties a single
parent would have as evidenced trom these comments:
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'Idon', know bow sin&I<_.....,..ed.•
., am not sure a single parent could do this wilb the workao.d tbII is
expe<tod.•
How did respoDdenU differ on the scAHI category factor? 1boIc: who witbdrew
did not seem to have a positive experience It the College. A common tbcmc: sec:mc:d to
centre around instructors. AttOl'ding 10 those students. • few negative cxperimca.
outlined below, coloured lheiroutJook on the College. However, thcywcre quick to point
out that there were some positive points as well.
''because I had been employed in lIlc work force for mmy years. the work
ethic of some ofthc instrueton:lcft something to be desired. Lack of
punctuality (instructors) was a major problem for me. Having heeD in the
wort force I was not impressed. There were some good instructors who
treated older students with more respect. The good instructors wert good.
the bad instI"uc:lors bad. I did get a 101 ofhetp through pea' tutoriIlg. I
would never have survived so Ion& without that help."
'"never assume because I am a mature student I had to write. lest to get in.
I got in because I bad the marks &om school. I found this attitude very
disrcspcctful."
Graduates offered a variety of factors relating to school. The responses ranged
from the school did not impact in any way to discussing counsellor's roles 10 assistance
from peer tutors and libraries. Most graduates. like those who withdrew believed that a
humanitarian approach by the instJuctors was a major factor. Unlike those who
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withdrew, the graduates experience was much more affirming as seen in the following
comments:
"1 had a couple ofreally good instructors."
'1 mentioned before the counselling scmce...
"they had a lot ofbc1pful teachen. The equipment was very good."
"instructors are an important part oflhi. eoune."
I really enjoyed going back to school. I don't know how 1heymanaged to
get all good teachers under lhesamc roof. Student services staffwas
extremely important. I often lold other students nol to be too proud to seek
help."
"it was everybody. I can't think oCone part of the system or support that I
didn't use. instrUctors had an open door policy. When they were Q01 in
their classrooms., you knew they were in their office and available to
students."
Not all comments were positive. Some graduates believed the College could have
computers and labs open for student use during the day to enable them to write reports.
However, the major theme with school factors appeared to be the agc difference between
the older student and the younger student. Two students mentioned problems associated
with sharing classes with younger immature students and felt that the college should do
more to accommodate the older student. They felt they needed to get as much
infonnation as possible during class, but it was difficult with the disruptions from
younger students. Another respondent fell intimidated sharing classes with younger
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students who knew exactly what they were doing. Finally, one identified group work as a
stress source. When there arc children involved" it is not always possible to meet evenings
or weekends when the group work was done. As an older student, then: was no need to
show an ability to work in groups. This had already been accomplished in the work force.
It was evident from some oftbe comments that these were problems identified as unique
to the older student. One respondent summed up the problem this way. "combined with
the gender factor, the age problem was another problem I had 10 deal with. I felt that I
was going around with so many labels on my forehead, there was no room for wrinkles. I
was the oldest in class."
While these stUdents identified problems with younger students, they appeared to
appreciate students of their own age group. The majority ofgraduates spel::ified the
support ofothers as an important factor in the school environment. Two mentioned still
keeping in touch with former classmates, while others spoke of the benefits ofa student
support system and working in study groups. Some of these comments are noted below:
"peer support group were very important."
''the two girls that I worked with were an enonnous help. We helped each
other during lunch and on weekends plus a scanercd phone call during the
night."
"I started to meet other people in class who had similar situations 10 mine.
I also found out I wasn't lhc oldest which helped."
"we would go after class and help each olher. Talking to someone on
your own level was very good especially when they were your own age."
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When asked to identify theperu,,1II factors that influenced their stay in <XlII..
the respondents were less vocal. While they spoke volumes about the school and home
factors. then: appeared to be more reluctance to gift themselves the same credit. The
majority ofgraduates. as can be seen from the comments below, attnouted their drive,
stubbonmess, and desire to do well and succeed as the most important personal factor.
"I am not a quitter or I would have quit in the fint month,"
'iendency nol10 quit although I wanted to many times. Perseverance."
"I wasn't there because my parents made me go. I wanted to learn
something."
"God bless stubbornness. The ftrst day two instructors made a big to-do
about seeing 'all these women' in the tcehnologyc1ass. I looked around
and saw four women. They pointed outlhat only one in three students
would finish ifthe class followed true to norm. Three oftbe four women
finished!"
"I like challenges. I am still taking courses."
An examination ofthe voluntary showed a common theme in the discussion oftbe
penonal factors. The struggle adjusting 10 the school environment seemed to have.
major impact. AU respondents mentioned balancing home responsibilities with school
responsibilities. Their comments included:
"I had a hard time adjusting to the schedule of working day aDd night and
having no lime for anything else. Also maintaining your marks to the level
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that)Oll would like tbc::m was a fuJI time job."
I couldD't be the perfect mom, wife. housekeeper and student...
Quc:stioo (our asked studenlI to: "Describe at ....J... adj_1bInIC: y.. tal"
.ttaSUY to acllieve .. tIle"......_ at tIte CoDtp.'" For thole who 'Y01uruary
wi~. their c:omments attested to the stnlggle they bad with adjusting and ba1aDcina
their work. The stress they endured may have contn"butcd to their withdnwaJ. &om. the
program. as evidenced in lhc:se comments:
"Cor mature students)'Ou may be used to stress in)'OW" work environment
because ofjobs over the years, but this is • totally different kind of stress.
It is all mental and you have 10 find w8)'Ito deal with that stress."
for an aMlc:r stUdent maintaining your marks. Also 1found it streafuI
feeding back to the instJucton the textbook know1edse because some of
them an: not interested in an)'tbins more thaD tlW...
Graduates mmc.ioncd a variety ofadjustments they feh necessary for achievcmeut
in college.. Although thc:rt were no major themes., • few comments reflected the
uniqueness of their ovm adjustments. One DOted the difficulty MX:CpMg someone tellina
you that you are wron& while another noled similar difficulty with having someone else
in control. Two people noted the difficulties working with othcn in an environment tJw
was unfamiliar to them. The majority, however, expressed comments similar to those
who voluntarily withdrew on to the difficulties of adjusting 10 and balancing all factors of
their life. However, as noted above, the majority ofgraduates mentioned the value of
working with a support group ofpeers. Those who voluntarily withdrew, ~ no time
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during the interview, mentioned any support from pea"l. The graduates experienced the
same problem as is evidenced by lbesc commentI:
., was used to having control over my schedule, my time., my decisions."
"total commitment. Ifyou are going to start • course you have to be
totally commincd."
"Good-bye life!!! Ifyou were not at your courses, you fclt that you should
be. It was seven days. week. twenty·foW' boun a day."
"there was a discipline issue involved realizingtbat education didn't take
place during school hours only."
Question five staled: "A aumber of stadcats feh tbe College could hne ben
more supportive to 5tudeaD prior to eateriDg tile Cohge. Denat the way. tbe
ColleCt ~uld bave bee. mort supportive." All respondents who voluntarily withdrew
fclt the College was as supportive as they could be. Graduates responded in the same
positive manner. Most of the respondents found the opposite in their treatment by the
College prior to their entry as is evident from the following comments:
"I fotmd the opposite. Prior to coming in they were totally supportive. I
had excellent dealings with administration prior to coming in."
(voluntary)
"that wasn't my experience. I turned down the program I had applied for
only to ask two weeks later to be re-instated. 1be administration bent over
backwards to get me in." (graduate)
"I got a lot ofassistance prior to enlering the College. I went in one day
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and asked 10 sec. counsellor. She was SO accommodating and convinced
me that I could do iL" (graduate)
''when you want to go back to school, you are not sure what you want to
take, you get. book with a number ofprograms and short descriptions., but
it still doesn't come close to letting you know the work entailed. I spoke
10 a counsellor prior to coming in and really wanted to take another course.
The counscllorcxpJainc:d thedifferenlcourses 10 me and I was really glad
that I bad the infonnatjon up front 10 make the right choice." (graduate)
Thc final question asked: "Are (len further romllKDts yo fed will be user••
to I.e Collece or to other studeats older Ib...ve.-.ce?" Those who voluntarily
withdrew had few comments to make to the College or to students older than average,
except to conunent on the difficuhy encountered. Graduates were more inclined to
provide very positive feedback to students older than average, including:
"you shouldn't fcellhat as an older student you can't do it or as a mature
student you shouldn't feellhat you are too old to go to school. Don't be
afraid to go."
''biggest thin& for me and my life. I always wanted. this career and I am
glad I went back and did what 1always wanted to do. Some people are in
jobs that lhey don't like. I love gening up and going to work each
moming. Don't be trapped in ajob that you don't like."
"never think you are 100 old to go back to class. Most of the older ones 1
saw seemed to be the higher achieven because they were going for
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themselves. When you do go back. you have to get used to letting thinp
go. pass on some of the responsibilities and leam to say no."
"ifanybody is in their middle years or looking for a career change, they
should really do themselves a favour and take a long look at what is being
offered through the public college system. I spent three wondcrfuJ.
challenging and intellectually rewarding yean. By the time I was finished,
I had a twenty·two year old mind to go along with the twenty-two years of
work experience. And God forgive me. I'd do it again."
While they commented on the heavy course load and the work necessary to pass
the courses at the College. the majority ofthe graduates mlCfViewed had a positive
experience at the College. Included in the comments on the heavy workload were
remarks from graduates and voluntary, comparing the college to University such as the
following:
I went to University and was on the Dean's list. When somebody learned I
was going to the College they said you shouldn't have a problem. 'That
was not the case. College demands a lot more time. At the College, ifyou
miss a day, you are in trouble right away. College is definitely harder
than university." (voluntary)
Three o(lhe eleven who graduated from this course had University
degrees and were at the College to get practical (hands-on) skills to go
along with their degrees." (graduate)
"One ofthe things I did was utilize the intercession to get a course
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completed to reduce my wort load duMa the second)Ul". Iff had kDown,
I would have done this up froDt. I was really surprised .. the worIdoad...
(gadum)
Advice 10 the College: or ranarts about the College varied from vay positive.
seen above to repetition ofremarb cooceminB the treatment ofstudents okSa' thin
average. The responses 60m both graduatcs and those who voluntarily withdrew
reflected a similar theme on the College's treatment ofstudcnts older lhan avenge, as
evidenced from these comments:
"as much as the support was there, I was not use to the top.down culture.
As a mature student. I was nor recognized (or the expertise and the
experience I bought to the classroom. We were all taught as 2O-year-
aids."(graduate)
"some instJUctors in the system do not know how to deal with mature
students. The matUre student may not have • degree, but he does have
years ofaccwnulated knowledge. This knowledge deserves some respect
from professionals. Also. t have fantily commitments just like they do.
There is no allowance made for this either." (gaduatc)
The interviews provided an opportunity to examine graduate and voluntaJy
responses and 10 seck elaboration and clarification on the preliminary data. Those
interviewed represented a random sample oflhe respondents. A significant diffcrmce
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from Phase J emersed lhrougb the Phase D data. The inlcrVicws provided more insight
into the different experiences of male and female students in particular on the difficulties
women face when retuJniDa to col. It was evida:ll from the responses oftbc female
marri<d popuJ.... Ihat Ihey hod aperi"""" .... dHlkul1y baJanciDo ~I the home
responsibilities and the school respousibilities.
A number armajar themes amonS graduates did emerge from the interviews
including: support for students older than average; the difficulty with the age difference;
1he necessityofpeer support; aod thcirtcnacity. For thosewbo voluntarily withdrew.
similar thc:mes ofstress and difficulty adjusting to college life cmc:rgcd. Both poups fclt
the College could be more sensitive 10 the older student. Overall, the experiences ofall
students were fairly positive. Those who withdrew seemed to indicate the lcut
preparedness for the College and experienced the more negative aspcctsofthe College.
In Chapta' 5. findings fiom both phases oCthe study hive been discussed.
Recommendations emanating from this discussion tlave also been 5U~ed.
1bepUJPOse oflhis research wu to examine the barriers to or supports for
students older than average anendinS the College of the North Atlantic. The study
involved students fiom the fout campuIC'S in the SL Jotm's area as well u the Comer
Brook campus registered at the CoIJcge &om 199&-2000. The study focused Oft stUdents
who graduated and those who voluutarily withdrew fi'om the college. Pc:rsooal.
institutional and academic: (acton that coDiribuled to or impeded lhc success ofthc oklcr
student were examined to determine ifthere were significant differences between the two
groups. Data were collected using. mail-out questionnaire followed by scmi-stnJc:tured
interviews with rwelve randomly selected respondents who hid completed the
questionnaire.
Wbc:n examining the results of this study, one of the lim considentions must be
the size oftbc sample. Although 3S0 questionnaires were sent out in self·addrcsscd
slamped envelopes. the response rate was not anticipated. Another problem centered
around the fact that of the 68 respondents, only IS had Yolunwily withdrawn. There wu
also no response from those who hid academically temtinatcd. These flClors combined
with the perceived difficulty in identifying the number of smdmts in the various
categories from the information provided by the Collqc, may have influenced the resuJts
oftbc study.
On the gendcrdistnbution. the results showed lhat oftbe IS who voluntarily
withdrew. 66.";' were male and 33.3% were female. This is consistent with another
studycomplctcd in 1990 at the Prince Philip Drive campuI (Byrne. 1990) sbowiDg
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similar results. However, due 10 the small sample size in the voluntary catqory. it would
be difficuh to hypothesize u to wbether malcs~ more bl:ely to withdraw tbeD femalel.
A furtberexamination oftbevoluntary showed. simit.bonkriiDediffc:rmce betweal
those who"had dependents and those with none. From the data collected. it~ that
• student may be more likelylo withdraw ifhelsbe had dqJcndcntL The sisnificant
difference (p -.097) may hive beert greater ifa larger sample had been available and the
same trend continued. The same results were noted when students were asked about the
services at the College they foW'ld helpful Votunt.y were more likely 10 c:onsida" the
counsc:lliDg services useful than the gnduates. However. it was not sipificW1y djfferalt
at P < a.os. A final examination ofborderline results were recorded in the section "the
insbuctor valued my expericncc:s". II. larger sample were available. followina; the trend
indicated, (P '"' .(64), a significant diffc:rence might have beaI found. It is -warart fiom
these examples that. larger sample might have shown different results or verified
differences a.lready indicated from (he literature search.
It was evident from this study that students oldc:r than avaage faced many barriers
to success. Many ofthese barriers were common to both graduates and those who
withdrew. What is necessary to examine is the difference indicated by the respondenLl in
attc:mptins to determine why some people graduated and others voluntarily withdrew. A
lilCTaturemicw(Brookfield, 1986; Belangerk Mount, 1998; Davis. 1990; HCIT&.
Cramer, 1996 Kerb&, 1995; Padula. 1994; Schlossberg, Lynch, &: Chickering. 1989)
revealed thai. institutional burien included schedules, attitudes ofprofessors, campus
friendliness. lack ofsatisfactiorl ill the student roles and non-recosnition ofprior leamina
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experiences. Poor study skills, difficulty with course load and prior academic levels wen:
some of the academic barriers older students faced when returning to school. Personal
barriers included: horne responsibilities, financial. child care and transportation problems;
andjob commibnents. Psychosocial banicrs such as attitudes, beliefs and values of
significant others influenced these studeDts.
During the research it was apparent that personal, institutional and academtc
facton; had an impact on the older student, and in some instances on whether the stUdent
graduated or voluntarily withdrew. Most students in this study did not appcarto have
child care and transportation problems or interference from WOJk commitments. They
both listed financial problems among the high personal factOl'1l that caused them some
concern. One significant difference emerged between those who withdrew and the
graduates on the balance between home responsibilities and studies. It was not clear from
the subsequent interviews why some stUdents were able to juggle the responsibilities and
others withdrew because of that conflict Further research is necessary in this area.
Academic and institutional facton have been addressed later in this discussion.
The literature review revealed that adult students differed from the traditional
students. However, it also indicated a lack of research on these non-ttaditional students.
Different development theorists (Chickering & Reisser, 1997; Cote & Levine, 1997;
Evans et a1, 1998; Jarvis, 1987; Knowles. 1978; Merriam & Caffarella. 1999; Squires.
1993; Super, 1975) viewed the adult learner as different from the adolescent learner in
lems of the experiences that older students bring to the institution. Some ofthe
characteristics the older student brought to the educational silUation included: tendency to
IJ2
be more self-directcd; established attitudes, pattcml ofthougbt aDd fixed WI)'I ofdoing
thinp; a poor response to being told what to do; and alack ofconfidence iD tbc:mIetves,
but an expectation 10 be treated with respect and equality.
From the questionnaires and the subsequent interviews, the participants in this
study exhibited most, if not aU. ofthese charxteristics. They disliked being told wMllo
do, they expected respect from the instNctors. and expected their experieoccs to be
acknowledged. From the research it was apparent that the respondc:nts feh more: could be
done to make life easier for the older studeut. While they did not necessarily mention
prior learning, some felt lhat their experiences were not acknowledged. another identified
group work as non.cssential for the aida stUdent 11 was evident that the adults surveyed
had fixed ways ofdoiDg thiDgs III acknowledged in their commc:ntI in the opco-mded
questions and during the interviews. Several mentioned the difficulties eocountc:rcd with
trying (0 adjust to anending school and kecpina everything else running on schedule. A
number aCme participants. especially the voluntary, appeared to lack confidence in
themselves. Graduates felt that ifthcy were not encouraged al the beginning they would
not have continued. Last but not least, a majorcomplainl of both graduates and voluntary
was the apparent lack ofrespea for them as mature adults. Comments ranged &om
difficulty with being 1R:3led as a twenty· year old to problems with instructcn treatin& all
adults as not having the required skills to enroll in the programs. Knowles (1978) in )tis
theory of adult learners noted that experiences help to define the adult. In any situation
where an adult perceivC5 his cxperieoccs to be rejected, he also feels rejected as a penon.
This sccmcd to be reinforced by tM: older students who were interviewed. as well ..
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reinfon:cd by some oftbe commCDts ftom the other students. The studaJts who Mel the
most difficulty with this lack ofrespect appeared to be the ones most likely to withdraw.
This is importaDl infonnatioo for the educational institutions to considu when enrollin&
students older thaD average. With the changing demosraPlUcs in the College population,
it is essential that administration and stafTbecome famililt with adult development
theories and to bring in policies thai will recognize: the experiences that adults bring with
them inlo the institutioa.
--In this study a number ofdemographic and background factors were examined for
differences. A study completed by Martaugh. Bums and Sclluster(l998) showed that
attrition increased with age and decreased with higher GPA. These findings were not
replicated here. According to Solomon and Gordon (1991) older studcntslackcd
sufficient preparedness and had lower grade point .verages then their younger
counterparts because oftbe length oftimesiDcc laa returning to school. 'Ibis did DOt
seem 10 be the trend with the students who re:sponded to the survey. An examination of
the number ofyears students had been out ar fannal education prior 10 registering with
the college was also completed. While research (Berger & Braxton. 1998; Nelson et a1,
1993) indicated that poor academic perl'onnancc was the most single important factor
contributing to attrition, a relationship 10 priot academic perfonnance coukl not be
established born this sunple.
Together with the highest avc:n.aelUgh school mart, the grade point avenge
1"
(OPA) while anendin& the Colqe. was examiDell The resuJts sbowed asignificanl:
difference (p<O.O,) between those who graduated and those who voluntary withdrew.
indicating a high correlation between high GPA and studeut succesa. 1be higher the
GPA the more likely the chances ofgraduating. This is consistent with previous rescarcb
(Murtaugh do at.. 1999).
Most adults returning to school are either in. area' chaDp or family transitioa
(Brecsc& O'Toolc, 1995;K.apJin &SaltieJ. 1997; Schlossbergd al., 1989). Tbesingk
molt important reason why adult students enrolled in post seconduy courses. accordins
10 Ashar and Skencs (1993), was career enhancement needs. Changing labour force
demands also necessitated changes for the adult. as an individual no longer can train for.
career that wiD last. life time (Merriam Ill. Caffardla, 1999). It is not surprising,
therefore. that the main reason why students entered the College and graduated was to
improve employability skills. This differed significantly from the voluntary group. Equal
numbers (about 50-") ofvoluntary students and graduates listed '~ob satisfaction. better
employment" as a reason for entering the College. However, those: who voluntary
withdrew did not rank improving employability skills as a main reason for e:nterin& the
College.
When questioned on the reasons for choosing (0 enter the CoUqe, '"potential job
prospects" rated very high for both graduate and voluntary respondents It 30 or 56.6% for
graduates, and 9 or 6()01o for those who voluDlarilywithdrew. This is consistent with
research on adults and the need for changes in. technologiaJ world ( Kaplin &. Sallie!.
1997; Merriam &. CafTardla, 1999).
mThroughout the research and from the questionnaire results and the infonnation
from the subsequent interviews a numbcrofthanes emerged in terms ofdiffereoc:es
between the two groups studied. The most significant theme that emerged was the
difference between graduates and those who voluntarily withdrew as to their perception
ofcourse instructors and the support received. Another common theme was the difficuhy
women returning faced returning to college in comparison to their male coumer·parts.
IDstOlctor Attitude
Questions relaling to cOUJSe instructors were asked in different sections oftbe
questionnaire. A significant difference was found between the responses of the graduates
and those who voluntarily withdrew. Graduates generally believed that instructors were
supportive although many in the interviews and in the open·ended questions did not think
they were treated with the respect that should have been afforded them as older students.
Those who voluntarily withdrew did not believe that course instructors were supportive.
This theme dominated through several of the questions and was also evident from the
follow·up interviews. This certainly appears to validate research (Ashar & Skcnes. 1993)
on Tinto's model of integration which suggests thai universities and colleges that are
socially and academically integrated will better retain student. Ifstudents feel COUlSC
instructors do not support them, academic integration will not take place and the chances
of persistence is reduced. The more validated a student feels the more helshepcrsists
(Berger & Braxton, 1998; Mutter, 1992, Tinto, 1998).
The data as per support of family, friends or college personnel also noted a
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significant difference (p<O.OS) between graduates and voluntary with respect to the:
support from instructors variable. Graduates (31 or 58.5%) were more likely to agree that
course instructors provided support, while among those who voluntarily withdrew only 3
or 20 % cited that support.
Students were asked which service at the College they found helpful. It was
interesting thai the only significant difference (p <0.05) was again with the course
instructors. As noted previously, this is extremely important (finto, 1998) for academic
integration. As well. the attitude oCinstroctoTS was rated as ODe ofthe most influential
factors for student satisfaction with an institution (Graham, 1998; Rogers 1993). Graham
(1998) found that the greater the satisfaction with the educational climate, the greater the
reported outcomes. His findings showed that faculty's respect for students, their
availability, concern and contact with students and the quality ofinstruetion impacted on
the students' evaluation oftheir intellectual and academic development This study
certainly replicated those findings.
According to previous research (Brookfield, 1991; Tice. 1997; and Zemke &:
Zemke, 1995), good classroom facilitators use a variety of teaching techniques, use
questioning techniques and do not need to be in control or continually lecturing. Again, a
significant difference (p< 0.05) was found in "'The instructors used a variety ofteaching
techniques". Those who graduated, 300r 57.7'¥o, strongly agreed thai a variety of
teaching techniques were used, while only 3 or 2<J-k of those who withdrew strongly
agreed that instructors used a variety ofteaching techniques. In this study those who
voluntary withdrew appeared to have a very different experience in their interactions with
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instructon. These experiences combined with the other issues with instructors, according
to researchers (Brookfield, 1991; Tice. 1997; and Zemke & Zemke. 1995) impacted
negatively on the students' success.
The open-ended questions and the interviews confinned the findings in the
quantitative study. The majority oClhe graduates found the instructors extremely
supportive. Although the response from the voluntary was not quite as negative as in the
previous responses, they did not find the College and its staffas supportive during their
anendance as the graduates.
Interestingly, both those who withdrew and the graduates rated the support of
other College personnel extremely high. Questions on the mail-out as per support
received prior 10 entering the College were responded to in the affirmative by both
groups. Some indicated on their questionnaire examples oClhe kind ofsupport they
received from administrators and student services personnel. A similar interview
question received the same positive response. Respondents were very clear in their
indication ofwhom at the College thc)· found supportive and those they didn't.
Worne. aDd Co,,,,,
Research (Home, 1998; Padula, 1994; Schlossberg et 81.,1989) showed that adult
women students face difficulties more than any other population, thus making them more
wlnerable to strain and the possibility ofexiting before graduation. While no attempt
was made to cross reference male and female population during the quantitative analysis,
a comparison between mamed respondents and single respondents and between male and
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female respondents was completed. While married respondents ootcd more difficulties
with baIaoc:ing home and school. the group with the ueatest adjustmCOl was undoubtedly
women. They spoke ofbaving to be supmvonw1 and bavina to juggle children. home
responsibilities and aD extremely heavy (in their words) wort bd. It a:ppeared. fiom the
study, that those women who successfully managal sc:hool and home were also the ones
who graduated. The respondents in this survey did not list child care or transpONtion.
a major problem. One could asswne fiom this that the women in this survey did not
visualize this as a problem. However. the sample population consisted ofthe two large
urban centres in Newfoundland. both with bus syslems. As well. two ofthe main
campuses have child centtes that are open to children ofstudents. This may have
alleviated Utis problem for this sample.
Pmhl"" ad Retntiol
Considerable research (Ashar &. Skenes, 1993; Berger &; Bruton. 1998; Bray,
Braxton It Sullivan. 1999; Cleveland-Innes., 1994; Eppler &. Halju, 1997; Gerdes &:
Mallinc::1crodt. 1994; K.asworm &: Pike, 1994; Parscarella. &. Temu:ini. 1998; Tmla, 1987;
Tinto. 1998) has been completed on student persistence and retention as well as the
development and modifiF.tion ora theory explaining the process thai caused students to
leave post-secondary instiNtions prior to completing their progr.un. Much oflhis
research (Berger & Braxlon, 1998: Berger & MiJliem. 1999; Bray, Braxton & Sullivan.
1999; McKeown, MacDonell & Bowman, 1993; Muner. 1992) Iw focused on Tinto',
model of student penistence and withdrawal.
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When asked what factors contributed to their completing the program, 49% of
graduates listed hard work as the main reason they succeeded. Determination and
perseverance were noted by 43% of the graduates. They also attributed their success to
the support of instructors. The follow-up interviews provided further proof that graduates
penevcred. They also attributed the iostJU(:tors with assistance in helping them reach
their goals. These graduates exhibited considerable persistence in completing their
coune. Conversely, those who withdrew. found the work too hard, weren't sure the
course was right for them and believed they did not receive: the necessary support from
instructors. From this research, it is difficult to detennine if those who withdrew did not
have the characteristics attributed to persisters, or if the cbar.1cteristics ofpersisten
contribute to their success.
Both graduate and voluntary found college stressful, both felt that the fitted in,
and as previously indicated, since most students at the college were not empJoyed.job
interference was not a problem. Ifone examined TinlO's model ofpersistente (Tinto,
1987), social and academic integration is considered an important ingredient to retaining
students in post-secondary. This model focused on both the background of students prior
to college and their experiences during their anendanc:e. Students in two year programs
were more likely to socialize only in the classroom (pascarella et at, 1996, Tinto, 1998).
However, the only significant difference (p< O.OS) between the graduate and the voluntary
student was in the number of friends they made at the college. Voluntary appeared to
make more friends then those who graduated. This would appear to contradict previous
research (Tinto, 1998) that showed a high correlation between social integration and
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retention. Further research may detcnninc whether social integration is a factor for
students older than average.
Research on student persistence (Berger & Braxton, 1998; Mutter, 1992; Tinto.
1987) showed that students who were academically integratcd (socially with peers and
had a good relationship with instructors), were more likely to be successful. As already
indicated, those who withdrew cited lack ofsupport from instructors as a major detriment
to their completing the program. Graduates, on the other hand, indicated the opposite.
The dcSl'" to which this was reported would seem to indicate that aspect ofacademic
integration was vital to the success or failure ofthese students.
Another facet of academic integration centered around socialization with peen. It
appeared thaI those who were most successful were those who became part ofa support
group or had some system in place that provided support. Graduates often mentioned the
value of working with a group oftheir peer or forming working support groups. In some
cases, as noted in the srudy. these students attributed this peer support as the difference
between them staying or leaving. It was interesting that neither of the respondents who
volW1tarily withdrew appeared to have any support system in place or did not mention it
if they did. This is consistent with earlier research completed by Tinto (1987,1998).
Reoommend.tloDI
Recommendations pertaining to barriers to and supports for students older than
average have been suggested in this section. These recommendations relate to issues
including personal, institutional and academic factors that influence the older student.
1'1
Rccommendatioos for further raearcb are also included.
CoRm Tnttlil, SWcw
Tbc raw data released by the College supposedly contained only those students
who were 25 yean and older. had graduated, voluntarily withdrawn. or were academically
terminated. However, even after several attempts to COITCCt the spreadsheets, the
infonnation was not accuratc. Students are registered and identified by semester. A
stUdent who had registered six limes would be found on that data sheet six limes. As
well, all students 25 years and older were included in the mix. ThmCore, questiOMaires
were sent 10 students who were still registered in the program. The College should
develop a studeJlt tracking system thai would provide accurate statistics for all research.
Every attempt shook' be made in future research to include those who were acadentica.lly
dismissed. A three way comparison would have provided further information as to the
[aclors that impeded or aided the student older than avenge.
S!rynMdh.
One ofthe problems identified by the researcher during the compiling ofthc
questionnaire was the difficultyofrecciving sufficient responses ftom a mail-cul
questionnaire, thus reducing the sample size. Since the researcher believed a mail-out
would be more efficient and less lime consuming. the decision was made 10 do a mail·
out. However, permission for a follow-up interview was included with the questionnaire
as a means ofmore in-depth analysis and to obtain more infonnatlon should the sampk
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be Jow. It is stroll'" recommended 10 future researchm that a telcphooe surveybe
completed rather than a mail-(Jut The low response rate 10 the study may have influenced
the final results as indicated previously in discussions concerning the borderline statistics.
Instltulfon.' Burien
The issue of instructor support was a main theme identified throughout this stUdy.
Those who voluntarily withdrew did not believe they had the support ofinstruclors. They
reported instructors did not value their experiences. Voluntary also indicated that their
instructors did not use a variety ofteac::hing methods. Both groups identified lack of
respect as a major problem they coped with throughout their stay at the College.
However, the graduates listed instructors as an important source ofsupport, even rating
them higher than their spouses.
lbroughout the literature review, considerable research in adult development and
adultleamers (Brookfield, 1986; Cross,1981; Graham, 1998; Knowles. 1978;
Schlossberg, Lynch & Chickering, 1989; Zemke & Zemke, 1995) discussed the needs of
the adult learner in terms of their experiences, anitudes, and their confidence. among
others. All ofthesc factors influence how successful the student will be and whether the
student will withdraw or graduate. These factors also influence how students perceive
their identified needs and how those needs are addressed by significant people at the
College. Chickering and Reisser (1997) identified seven key environmental factors that
influence student development including: institutional size. curriculum, teaching. and
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student·faculty relationship. One of the principles they identified was a recognition and
respect for individual differences. While their student development theory was not age..
related, it certainly is evident from the results of this survey that one ofthe key
environmental factors, student·raculty relationship, influenced the decisions ofsome
students who withdrew. It is important to note, however, that there were other less
identified factors that contributed to the student withdrawing from the programs at the
College. To foster a more hospitable leaming environment as it relates to faculty-student
relationship, the College should encourage instructors to adapt a more adult development
approach to the tcaching of students. Instructors not familiar with adult development
theory should be supported, through professional development, in lheir pursuit ofhighcr
learning themselves. With changing demographics and the possibility of more students
older than average, the instructional anitude toward this non-traditional population must
be more adult-oriented to ensure positive the reinforcement necessary for success.
Further research in this area is necessary to detennine why the graduates perceived the
instructors as important supports, while the voluntary did not.
Penls.nee .ad Re'entiop
Why are some students able to balance home responsibilities and school
responsibilities white others are not? According to McClusky's theory of margin, adults
are constantly seeking to balance the amount ofenergy needed and the amount available
for learning (Merriam & Caffarella, 1999). He believed that for adults to engage in
learning, there must be some margin of power available for the learning situation. If there
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is not sufficient energy left after trying to juggle work, family responsibility and others
while stUdying. that student may withdraw or become tenninated. It was evident from the
study that students who could nol manage that balancing act did withdraw. While this
study seemed to support McClusy's theory, it still did not provide any further information
as to what is different between the two groups. Further research is necessary to detennine
why one student can balance the various roles while others cannot. Another question that
is raised by this theory would be how the energy levels relate to persistence in students.
What makes some students persisters and others not? According to Tinl0 (1987)
a student's success or failure was influenced both by the background characteristics that
students brought into the institution as well as their experiences during their attendance.
Academic and social integration during attendance was also considered to be a major
factor in whether the student dropped out or graduated. Subsequent research (Ashar &
Skenes, 1993; Berger & Braxton, 1998; Bray, Braxton & Sullivan, 1999; Cleveland·
Innes, 1994; Eppler & Harju, 1997; Gerdes & Mallinckrodt, 1994; Kaswonn & Pike.
1994; ParscareJla, & Terenzini, 1998) on Tinto's model has been completed on traditional
students. Do these same factors apply to the non-traditional student? Researcb in the
retention ofstudents (Bean, 1980; Berger & Braxton, 1998; Gerdes & Mallinckrodt,
1994) indicated that initial success relating to academic demands can be crucial to student
retention. This was indicated in a number of instances by the graduates in this study.
Having support and encouragement during the initial weeks were crucial for many of the
graduates. Social and academic integration can be identified through faculty-student
relationship as well as having a study group that provides a supporting network. As
\4'
earlier mentioned, those who voluntarily withdrew made no mention ofa support group
either on the questionnaire or in the subsequent interviews. Is this an important factor in
detennining if a student withdraws or succeeds? Do students who withdraw not seek cui
support from instructors as wel~ and is there a correlation between the faculty support
and their lack of student support? A study that examines just these factors would be
beneficial to both the College persolUlCl and to future students older than average.
Worn" ••4 Collw
This study concentrated on the significant differences between those who
puated and those who voluntarily withdrew. 1be data gathered may have been used to
cross reference male and female respondents. but the researcher did not explore these
demographics in relation 10 the various factors examined. However, the interviews
provided some insight inlo the problems faced by women entering the College
envirorunent. It was apparent from this briefresearch. that women, especially those with
dependents, face many barriers that are not evident in other populations. College
administration should be aware of these barriers and be sensitive and supportive to this
studenl population. As well, another extended study should be completed to determine if
significant differences exist between male and female respondents that graduated or
withdrew. Another study could be completed comparing the smaller campuses with the
larger campuses that comprised the population for this study.
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S.m.....,.
Overall this study has shown there are some significant differences between those
who graduated and those who voluntarily withdrew from the College in terms ofbarriers
and/or supports for the student older than average. The: study noted a number of factors
common to both graduates and voluntary with regard to barriers and supports. Both
groups identified heavy workloads, problems with lack of respect in view ofthcir age and
experiences.. and both chose 10 enter the College for 'potential job prospects.
While prior academic perfonnance was similar for both groups, the grade point
average results showed significant differences between those who graduated and those
who withdrew, indicating a high correlation between high GPA and academic success.
No significant differences were noted in age, home community size, living away from
home or length of time since Connal education. Both groups indicated their displeasure
with the lack of respect for their age and experiences. They also indicated problems
identifying with the younger stUdents in the class, and could not relate to the attitude and
maturity levels of some ofme younger students.
The major differences noted in this study centered around the perceived support
from instnJ(:tionai staff and how that influenced the success or failure ofthe student older
than average. This support or lack of support was evident in all sections of the
questionnaire and was reinforced through the interviews. Graduates listed support of
instructors as vital to their success, while voluntary attributed the treattnent from
instructors as one ofthe imponant reasons for withdrawing. Without further study into
instructor support. it is difficult to conclude that the College faCUlty contnbuted to the
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success or failure.
This study has implications for the College's students older than. averase. The
College needs to identify perceived or real institutional buriers to success for the student
older than average. If instructors are not knowledgeable about adult development
theories, steps should be taken to ensure the professional development ofstaff'and
administration. It was evident from the study that some students who withdrew had
considerable difficulty with instructional staff and not with other personnel. Whether it
was the students's perception or not should be explored tItrough more in-depth analysis of
this factor.
This study left a lot of questions unanswered that could be explored through
further research. A major finding of faculty support to student older than average needs
to be re-examined. Another area requiring more study is women and college. II was
impossible to consider all the variables possible in this research. An examination ofmale
versus female demographics could be completed on this sample population. These and
other recommendations for research were evident from the preceding discussions.
Last. but not least. it is important to have a sufficient sample 10 clearly delineate
between the major themes identified within the two groups. It would be worthwhile to
take the same study and complete it on a larger sampling ofstudents older than average.
Likewise. to detennine major differences between traditional and non-traditional students.
the same questions could be asked to a sample consisting of those two populations.
Further research on the faclors identified through this study would provide more
support for the College and to students older than average anending the College. As
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supported by the literature review and this stUdY. there were identifiable barriers to and
supports for students older than average anending the College. There were clearly
defined differences between those who graduated and those who voluntarily withdrew.
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APPENDIX A
CORRESPONDENCE
(1) Letter Requesting Pennission to Access Student
Data Files at the College of the North Atlantic
(2) College Consent Fonn
(3) Letter ofInfonned Consent
(4) Questionnaire Consent Fonn
1S7
1S8
Mr. Donn Chipp. Di=1«
Student s.mc..
College oftbe North Atbntic:
P. o. Box l<OO
Stephenville. NF
All 6..
Dear Mr. Cbipp:
I am a graduate student in lhe Faculty of Education,. Memorial Univenity of
Newfoundland. As partial fulfillment oCtile requirements of my Master ofEduc:ationai
Psychology Degree. J would like 10 conduct a research study in the barriers to and
supports for sua:c:ss for the student older than average at the College of the North
Atlantic. Dr. Mildred Cahill has agreed to supervise on beha1fofthe Faculty of
Education. The study will consider the personal, institutional, and or acadc:micaJ (actors
which contnlJutc to 01" impede the success ofthe older student. A qucstiormaiJe
(attached) has been developed and wiD be mailed to students older than averaae emolled
at the College fiom 1997-1999 at the fourcampuscs in the St. John's area and tbccampus
in Comer Brook. I will haw; sole access 10 these questionnaires ooce completed and all
materials will be securely maintained during the study, lhcn destroyed.
The study was designed to answer the following questiolll:
I. An there significant differences among students older than average who graduate,
voluntarily withdraw, or academically terminate as per the following
background/demographic characteristics: (a) gender; (b) age; (e) maniaJ status; (d)
dependents; (I) home community size; and (h) place of residence?
2. Are lhcn: significanl dilT"mccs among studenu older than average woo graduate,
voluntarily withdraw, or are academically terminate as per. (.)"mature srudCllt"' status;
(b) highest scbooling completed; (c) yean: since: last fonnal educatioo; (d) employment
during anendance at College; (e) school avernge; and (I) grade point avengedwing
attendance It College?
3. Are there significant differences identified by students older than avenae who
graduate, voluntarily withdraw, or III't academically tenninated as per reasons for: (a)
entering the programs at the College; (b) choosing the specific program at the College?
4. Are there differences identified among students older than averap u per reasons
for. (a) graduating; (b) voluntarily withdrawing; or (c) academically lenninatins?
5. Are there significant diff"cnces among students older than avenge who graduate,
voluntarily withdraw, or academically tenninatc as per factors relating to the following
College experiences: (a) academic integration; (b) suppan of family, friends, or College
personnel; (c) social integration; (d) academic preparedness; (e) satisfaction with College
experiencc:s and services; (I) financial concerns; and (g) self·esteem?
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6. An there differences in attrition ratcs among students older than average who
voluntarily withdraw or academically terminate as per the choice of programs?
7. Ate there differences among students older than aVCT3ge who graduate, voluntarily
withdraw. or academically terminate as per their recommendations: (a) 10 future students
oJderthan average; (b) to the institution prior to students entering; and (c) to the College
during the studenl.'s program?
In order for the study's client sample 10 be representative oftbe College student
population, I would need the names, addresses, phone numbers and program registration
ofall students 2S years and older who registered at the respective campuses from 1997 -
1999. In considering this request, please be assured ofthc following:
(a) Participation in the study will be completely voluntary on the part oftbe client.
(b) Confidentiality will be strictly maintained. client names will not be recorded and
client personal information will be used in aggregate fonn only.
(el Client participation will be limited to the completion ofmail-out questionnaires or
telephone calls; no conversations will be clectrorUcally recorded.
(d) Clients will be infonned of the pwposc and natureoflhe study and treated
respectfully and anonymously.
(e) The College has the right to wilhdraw approval at any time.
(f) Research results will be available to participants upon request.
I am requesting your permission to proceed with this study. It is expected that the survey
will be conducted during June and July 2000. Should you have any questions regarding
this study or this request, please feel free to contact me at 686-5727; my supervisor Dr.
Mildred Cahill at 737-6980 or Dr. Broce Sheppard, Associate Dean Graduate Programs
and Research at 737-3402. The results oCthis research will be made available to you at
your request Ifthis request meets with your approval, please sign the anached form.
Thank you for you assistance.
Sincerely,
BcssieMerrigan
Attachment
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~
[b .dire b"d>y~JowlksricMmjp....... ",IWD"'odd=1cs,
tdephooe Dumben aDd pmsram rqistratioa i.D. order to <:OClduc:t raearda aaltUdeat:s
older than avenge registettd It the SL Joba', UId Comer Brook campuses oCdIe coil.
(rom 1997 to 1999. Iwadcrstaod that aU cbtaprovided aDd colleacd i. strictly
confidential and lhar. no individual will be idellqfied nor will any phone call be tape
recorded. The College reserves the right to wilhdn.w (rom the study It Ill)' time.
Signature:
Date:
~w;.....
~D'"
yUMA 4"1/;,,.
9HY-lhm
16\
Doa.- Student:
I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education •Memorial Ulliversityof
NewfOlmdland. As partial fulfillment ofthe requirements of my Master ofEducatjonal
Psychology Degree. I am conducting a thesis research study in the area ofbarriers to
success for the student older than average entering the College of the North Atlantic.
The study will consider the facton from a personal. institutional, and academic
perspective which contribute to or impede the success ofthe student older than average.
The enclosed questionnaire is a major part oethe research. As a former student, your
response to the questionnaire would provide me with critical infonnation for my research.
It is hoped that infonnation provided through this research will be valuable infonnation
for future program and service development for students older than average. Please be
assured ofthc following:
(A) Participation in Ihis study is completely voluntary. You may withdraw from the
study at any time. and you have the righl to answer only those questions you
choose to answer.
(8) This study has been reviewed and approved by the Ethics Review Comntittee of
Memorial University and the Faculty of Education.
(C) This srudyhas been approved by the College of the North Atlantic and the College
has released the names and addresses ofstudents to assist in this research.
(0) Confidentiality will be strictly maintained; client names will not be recorded and
no infonnation will be used which would identify the individual student.
(E) Research results will be available to participants upon request.
(F) Only I will have access to the questionnaires; and upon completion ofmy survey,
these questionnaires will be destroyed..
If you decide to participate in the study, you may keep this cover letter, return the
questionnaire in the self-addressed, stamped envelope that is provided. Please do not put
your name anywhere on the survey exupl t"~ IIUI fHl'~ ifYOIi an willi". ttl fHlrticiptIU
ill aJoilow-up int~",iew. Ifyou have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to
contact me at (709) 686-5727; or my thesis supervisor, Dr. Mildred Cahill, at (709) 737·
6980. If, at any time, you wish to speak with a resource person 001 associated with the
study, please contact the Associate Dean ofGraduate Programs and Research, Faculty of
Education, Memorial University at (709) 737·3402.
I would appreciate it if you would return the completed questionnaire to me by JUDe 30,
2000.
Thank you for your time and valuable input into my study.
Sincerely,
Bessie Merrigan
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Consent Form
(To be signedprior to completion ofan interview)
, berebyconsent to take part in Barrien to au
Supports for Success for StudetIU Older ,1IOff Average Anetulitf' CoI1ep being
undertaken by Bessie Merrigan. 1understand that participation is voluntary and that all
information is strictly confidential. No individual will be identified nor will any
recording device be used should I agree to an interview. Results oflhi! SW"Yey will be
available to me upon request. I understand that only the researcher will have access to the
completed questioMaires and all materials will be strictly maintained during the study,
!hen d"""yed.
Date: _
Date: _
Signature:
Witness:
APPENDIXB
QUESTIONNAlRE
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QUESTIONNAIRE
n ••k you ror lareelDg 10 putklplte la tills ItlIdy. AU larormatioa wiD be
(oafklead.L Do Dot pla.:e yoar ••me aaywbere OD tbis qaatfoDDllre aalea yOli
_Cret to aa I.tervle". Provide YOllr ume.R!!lr lfyo. wish to partldpate r.rtller.
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Camp..: _
Section A: Please circle the answers that apply to your program.
Did you ?
1. graduate 2. voluntarily withdraw 3. academically terminate
2. Were you admitted to the College under the 'mature student policy'?
o ,.. 0
3. Indicate the highest level ofeducation achieved prior to entering the College.
I. less than high school
2. high school diploma
3. a. general
b. academic (matriculation)
c. advanced (honours)
4. Adult Basic Education (ABE) or GED
S. some college
6. college diploma or certificate
7. some univmity
8. univenity degree
9. oth<>-(pl"''''p.dfy) _
4. What approximate avenge mark did you receive for the last high school or
equivalent completed? __
5. Prior 10 enrolling in the program, how long had it been since you last attended
ronnal education?
I. less than I year
2. 1· Syears
3. 6·IOyears
4. II -IS years
S. 16·20years
6. more than 20 years
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6. What was your overall grade point average during yoUI' college program? __
7. In the year prior 10 attending the College. I was: (Circle all answers that apply.)
1. employed full time
2. attending another post-secondary institution
3. enrolled in another program at this college
•. ~Io~
S. working part·rime
6. at home with children
7. seasonallyemploycd
8. self'employed
9. othe<(pl.... specify) _
8. While at College my main source ofincome wu:
1. student loan
2. sponsorship
(a) partial
(b) full
3. parent
4. spouse
S. other (please specify) _
9. The reason(s) I entered the program include: (Circle all answers that apply.)
1. job dissatisfaction, bener employment
2. jobloss
3. to improve employability skills, increase job opportunities
4. need for cmplO)11l:ent
S. to change careen
6. children grown. left home
7. children aida', school age
8. financial problems
9. to increase sel(-esteem
10. to become self-supportive
11. self-satisfaction in accomplishments
12. 10 meet social expectations
13 need 10 re-examine martial and family roles
14. divorce
IS. single parenthood
16. dissatisfied with present educational level
17. boredom
18. other(pleasespecify) _
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10. The reason(s) I choose this program include: (Circle all answers thll1 apply.)
I. recommended by friend. family member, or acquaintance
2. potential job prospects considcml high
3. interest
4. could not get into program ofchoice
S. looked easy
6. length ofprognan
7. mdn'llikcuniversity
8. maintain sponsorship benefits
9. other(pleuespcdfY) _
II. Prior to entering the program, which of the following people positively influenced
your decision to attend by providing support and encouragement?(Circle all
answers that apply.)
1. spouse
2. children3. _
4. other family member
S. fricnd(.)
6. college counsellor
7. role model
8. otbC«.)(pI.... spcdfYl _
12. During my stay at the College, the following were importUit sources of support.
(Circle aJl that apply.)
I. spouse
2. children
3. parent
4. otherfamilymember
S. friend('l
6. college counsellor
7. courzeinstructor
8. other students
9. college administrators
10. otb..-(s)(pI.... """fYl _
13. While at the College, I found the following helpful. (Circle all answers that
.."Iy.)
I. counselling services
2. career employment services
3. peer tutoring
4. course msbUctors
S. program coordinators
6. Iibraryservices
7. orientation seminars
8. student services personnel
9. othcr (please spccify) _
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Section B: Please rate the (ollawlng statements OD a scale of 1 - 5 by
clrcliog tbe appropriate qumben as tbey apply to you.
s - Nee .pplic.ble
14. I was ccrtliD that I would obta•• coUeac diplomlfccnifiulc.
IS. 'IllEovnallqualilyoC1bepn:lpIDwasJUP.
16. I IJIIlk IfIllmberofnewfiimdsaldlecoUep.
17. My job imerfeudwith my stIICIyiQcalldatteDdiaatiauCil.1
1B. I was ''-ys pq!UCd for classa
19.1considamysclf.eoafidenlP"JOD.
20lwullOlpreparedforlheartlO\dofworltapettedofme.
21. Tbeinslr1lCtorlwm:belplWaJld~.
22.lwuSIIRofmyeducarioDa.lp.
23.1~leU:dassignmmtsOlltime.
24. Tbc Instf\ll:tOl$Yaluedmytxperienca.
25. TbetoWlSeniD&sutr_belpfillllDd~.
26. I could IlOI balance IK:lme laJIODSibililitslDd sNdits.
21.lbadgrcaldifficul'lywitbfllWlCialprobl_.
28. I worried about my abiJil)' 10 compece .mhotbn"studmts. 1
29. I fouod college very stressfid.
30. 1be inscrueton respeaed 1M as HI older studeat.
31. I never reh like I Kfitted iD" IItbetollqe.
32.lmiS5edclassabel;auscorJackof~.
33. TransportatiODtAchdlywulproblemforIJ!e.
34. The college bas supportiw seMtes (Of stulkntI.
3S.lstudiedatlusttwoh0ur5eacbn.igbt.1
36.lalways_.goodsrude!IL
37. I had medical probkms which iDkrfemi witb 5tUdies.
38. The: instructors ll5ed. variety ofleachina IKhniques.
39. I was frustrated willi my lick ofCOI11lute:r koowkdflc:.
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Section C: General InformatioD Please Circle tbe answen tbat apply
to you.
40. Arc you? o male 0 female
41. On July 30. 2000 my age will be:
l. 25-29
2. 30-34
3. 35-39
4. 40-44
S. 45-49
6. Over SO
42. MaritalSlalUS:
I. singlelnever married
2.. married
3. common law
4. divorced/separated
S. widow
43. (A) How many dependent children do you bave? _
(B) How many ofthese dependents require child·care? _
44. Did you reside in your hometown while anending College?
o l'C' 0
45. While a student al the College how many hour a week were you employed?
1. not employed
2. less than 10
3. 11·20
4. 21·)0
S. 31-40
6. mon: than 40
46. The population of my home community is:
I. lessthanSOO
2. SOO· 2,000
3. 2,001 • SOOO
4. S001 • 10,000
S. JO.(MJI • 20,000
6. more than 20,000
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SectioD D: Aaswer the qaestioDS wbkh are .pplkable t. yow.
47. Ifya lrad..trel, whal do you feel is the maiD reasoo for your succeu?
48. lfy<MI vo....tarfly wlOdnw, what was the maio reason for IeavinBthe College
prior to graduarion?
49. Uyo. academically Itnnl••lrd, what do you feel was the main reason for your
academic problems?
so. Now that you can look back.. what, if anything. would)'Ou do differently?
5I. Would)'OU or have you considered returning 10 the College? Why? Why not?
52. What advice would you give to new students older than average who are
interested in cnteriDg the College?
53. Is there an}1hing thai the College could have done prior 10 entry into the Collcse
to be more supportive?
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$4. Is then: anything that the College could have done during your prosnm 10 be
more tuppmtivc?
55. Please use the space below to write any extra comments which you feel will be
useful to the College in assisting future students older than average.
Ifyou would consent to an interview {or clarification on some ofthc above questions or
wish to add anything you feel is important and may not have been addreuc:d in the
questionnaire, please fill in the following infonnation. Again. all infonnation in Ihis
study will be kept strictly confidential. That is, no way will you be identified in the report
ofthis study.
Name:
Address:
E·Mail
THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO COMPLETE THIS
QUESTIONNAIRE
Pkase p'are it I. tile sdf·acldrtssed, stamped eBvclope provided ..d rd_n t. nat by
J • .e 30, 10G1.
APPENDIXC
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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MariIalStatus, _
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Preamble: Hi, my name is Bessie Mmigan. A few months ago you completed.
questionnaire for me on Barriers 10 and supports for Students Older than Avenge
attending the College oftbe North Atlantic. You indicated on the questionnaire that you
would be willing to participate in an interview for further clari6cation. You also returned
a signed consent form. Is it convenient for you to participate in that interview now? I have
six questions to ask you which should take approximately 15 to 20 minutes.
May I have your permission to access the demographic data from your questionnaire for
the interview analysis?
Pmgram, _
Campus _
Age _
Number of Dependent Children _
Highest Grade Completed _
Did you? Graduatc____ Voluntarily withdraw _
I. Did you enter College under the "Mature SlUdent Polky" Yes_No_
2. (A)~ • A number ofstudents listed suppon of instructors and staff as one
of the main reasons for graduating. Explain further the help and support you
received from the College.
(8)~ - A number of students listed lack ofsupport as one ofthe TCasons
for withdrawing. Explain further any support andlor lack of support provided by
thcColJege.
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3. Under the following categories, descnbe the factors that impacted on you during
your stay at the College: home, school, personal.
Home
School
P"",naJ
4. Describe the major adjustments you feel is necessary 10 achieve in the programs at
the college.
17'
S. A number of students felt the College could have been more supportive to studc:rdI
prior to entering the ColJqe. Define ways the College could have been more
...",..,;ve.
6. Are there further comments you feel will be useMla the College or to other
students older than avenge?




